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Abstract. Personalization approaches in learning environments can be addressed from different perspectives and also in various educational settings, including formal, informal, workplace, lifelong, mobile, contextualized, and self-regulated learning. PALE workshop offers an opportunity to present and discuss a wide spectrum of issues and solutions. In particular, this fourth edition includes 8 papers dealing with student’s performance, modeling the user profile in a standardize way, computing attributes for learner modeling, detecting affective states to improve the personalized support, and applying user modeling approaches in new contexts, such as MOOCs and gamified environments.

1 Introduction

The 4\textsuperscript{th} International Workshop on Personalization Approaches in Learning Environments (PALE)\textsuperscript{1} takes place on July 11\textsuperscript{th}, 2014 and is held in conjunction with the 22\textsuperscript{nd} conference on User Modeling, Adaptation, and Personalization (UMAP 2014). Since the topic can be addressed from different and complementary perspectives, PALE workshop aims to offer a fruitful crossroad where interrelated issues can be contrasted and discussed. PALE 2014 is a follow-up of the three previous editions of PALE (which took place at UMAP 2011, UMAP 2012 and UMAP 2013).

In order to foster the sharing of knowledge and ideas to research on these issues, PALE format moves away from the classic ‘mini-conferences’ approach and follows the Learning Café methodology\textsuperscript{2} to promote discussions on open issues regarding personalization in learning environments. Four Learning Café sessions are set up.

\textsuperscript{1} http://adenu.ia.uned.es/workshops/pale2014/  
\textsuperscript{2} http://adenu.ia.uned.es/workshops/pale2014/format.htm
Each one consists of brief presentations of the key questions posed by two workshop papers and subsequent small group discussions with participants randomly grouped at tables. Each table is moderated by the presenter of the paper. In the middle of the session, participants change tables to move swap group discussions and thus, promote sharing of ideas among groups. In this way, participants attending the workshop benefit both from interactive presentations and constructive work.

The target audience of the workshop consists of researchers, developers, and users of personalized and adaptive learning environments. Additionally, the contributions of this workshop have also been disseminated in the Educational Data Mining community at the EDM 2014 conference, which took place on July 4th-7th, 2014 in London.

As a long-standing workshop series (for 4 years now, annually run at UMAP) PALE workshop has established itself as a mature channel for disseminating research ideas on learning environments’ personalization. This would have not been possible without the very much appreciated involvement of the program committee members (many of them supporting PALE all along these years) as well as the active participation of authors who have selected this venue to disseminate and discuss their research. As a way to compile the progress achieved in this field, a special issue on User modeling to Support Personalization in Enhanced Educational Settings is being guest edited by PALE organizers in the International Journal of Artificial Intelligence in Education. Papers from PALE editions that presented ideas that have already produced relevant findings have been selected and invited to contribute an extended version of their papers for this special issue. The review process established by the journal is followed to assure that papers finally accepted meet the journal’s quality standards.

In the following, we introduce PALE 2014 motivation and themes and present an overview of the contributions accepted and discussed in the workshop.

2 Motivation and Workshop Themes

Personalization is crucial to foster effective, active, efficient, and satisfactory learning, especially in informal learning scenarios that are being demanded in lifelong learning settings, with more control on the learner side and more sensitivity towards context. Personalization of learning environments is a long-term research area, which evolves as new technological innovations appear.

Previous PALE editions have shown several important issues in this field, such as behavior and embodiment of pedagogic agents, suitable support of self-regulated learning, appropriate balance between learner control and expert guidance, design of personal learning environments, contextual recommendations at various levels of the learning process, tracking affective states of learners, harmonization of educational and technological standards, processing big data for learning purposes, predicting student outcomes, adaptive learning assessment, and evaluation of personalized learning solutions.

3 http://ijaied.org/journal/cfp/
From the past experience, we have identified new research areas of interest in this field to complement the previous ones. Nowadays there are new opportunities for building interoperable personalized learning solutions that consider a wider range of learner situations and interaction features (in terms of physiological and context sensors). However, in the current state of the art it is not clear how this enhanced interaction can be supported in a way that positively impacts the learning process. In this context, suitable user modeling is needed to understand the current needs of learners. There are still open issues in this area, which refer to providing open learner models in terms of standards that cover the extended range of available features and allow for interoperability with external learning services as well as taking advantage of the integration of ambient intelligence devices to gather information about the learner interaction in a wider range of learning settings than the classical desktop computer approach.

Therefore, other related topics are to be considered in the learner modeling, including affective states of the learner, changing situations in terms of context, learners' needs and their behavior. Another broad research area addresses personalization strategies and techniques, considering not only the learner model, but the whole context of the learning experience, including the various technological devices that are available in the particular situation.

In this workshop edition we raise the attention to share and discuss the current research on how user modeling and associated artificial intelligent techniques provide personalization support in a wide range of learning environments, which are increasingly more sensitive to learners and their context, such as: intelligent tutoring systems, learning management systems, personal learning environments, serious games, agent-based learning environments and others. We are especially interested in the enhanced sensitivity towards learners' interactions (e.g., sensor detection of affect in context) and technological deployment (including web, mobiles, tablets, tabletops), and how can this wide range of situations and features impact on modeling the learner interaction and context. Furthermore, we aim to cover the every time more demanding need of personalized learning in massive open online courses (MOOCs).

The higher-level research question addressed in this workshop edition is: “Which approaches can be followed to personalize learning environments?” It is considered in various contexts of interactive, personal, and inclusive learning environments. The topics of the workshop included (but were not limited to) the following:

- Affective computing
- Ambient intelligence
- Personalization of MOOCs
- Learner and context awareness
- Social and educational issues to be addressed
- Open-corpus educational systems
- Adaptive mobile learning
- Successful methods and techniques
- Reusability, interoperability, scalability
- Evaluation of adaptive learning environments
3 Contributions

A blind peer-reviewed process has been carried out to select the workshop papers. Three members of the Program Committee with expertise in the area have reviewed each paper. As a result, 8 submissions (out of 10) were accepted, which discuss ideas and progress on several interesting topics: modeling issues such as student’s performance, user’s profile management in a standardized way (i.e., IMS-LIP), taking care of learner’s attributes such as reputation and mind wandering, detecting affective states to improve the personalized support, and applying user modeling in new contexts, such as MOOCs and gamified environments.

Khajah et al. [1] present a unified view of two complementary models of student performance, the Item Response Theory, which allows modeling different student abilities and problem difficulties, and the Knowledge Tracing, which captures skill acquisition and evaluate both models under a common evaluation metric. Results show that both models are equivalent and only differ in their training procedure.

Sawadogo et al. [2] focus on user assistance in an interactive and adaptive system. They proposed a modeling of a scientific user who is a researcher in a personal resource management system. The presented approach assists the users in the consolidated management of their resources and their environment, based on the user's profile. The methodology is based on the IMS-LIP standard extension and the user's trace management.

Lobo et al. [3] introduce how to compute a transferable and domain-independent reputation indicator to support the collaborative behavior and encourage the motivation of students in collaborative learning environments that considers the information extracted from social network analysis, statistical indicators, and opinions received by students in terms of ratings.

Bixler et al. [4] present a proactive personalized learning environment in which learners are provided with materials that would potentially reduce the propensity to mind wander during learning by optimizing learning conditions (e.g., text difficulty and value) for individual learners, and evaluate the performance of such a system by comparing the proposed method to two non-adaptive alternatives.

Arevalillo-Herráez et al. [5] present an intelligent tutoring system that adapts hints for learners to the line of reasoning (i.e. solution scheme) the student is currently following, and discuss some extensions to build a model of the student's most relevant skills aimed at providing a closer behavior to a human expert, by considering both previous interactions and the learner's affective state.

Ocumpaugh et al. [6] propose an extension of the BROMP field observation protocol to take into account behaviors and affective states not previously established during observations of educational multi-user virtual environments, such as disgust and creative meta-narrative. This protocol is used to collect ground truth data for sensor-free models of affect and behavior and to study student engagement in learning environments. The disgust and creative meta-narrative constructs considered in this contribution are not typically coded during field observations of educational software, but they may prove important as virtual worlds are used for educational instruction.
Henning et al. [7] discuss educational and technical challenges for the usage of MOOCs in higher education. In particular, how to make MOOCs more suitable for a greater variability of learning needs by semantically annotating their parts and running them in a semantically enhanced learning platform that provides personalized learning pathways for each learner through didactically meaningful learning object recommendations.

Tang and Kay [8] present their ideas and guidelines for applying gamification as meta-cognitive scaffolds in open learning environments such as MOOCs, and illustrate this approach through examples of how the guidelines can be applied.

4 Conclusions

In this 4th edition of PALE contributions have addressed some of the gaps identified in the state of the art, such as providing open learner models in terms of standards, the modeling of learners’ affective and mental states, and the personalization support in new contexts, such as MOOCs and gamified environments.

Nevertheless, other issues remain open such as the integration of ambient intelligence devices to gather information about the learner interaction in a wider range of learning settings than the classical desktop computer approach, aimed to enhance the sensitivity towards learners’ interactions through diverse technological deployments (including web, mobiles, tablets, tabletops), impacting on modeling the learner interaction and context. We expect that future editions in PALE can progress on this direction.
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Abstract. Traditionally, the assessment and learning science communities rely on different paradigms to model student performance. The assessment community uses Item Response Theory which allows modeling different student abilities and problem difficulties, while the learning science community uses Knowledge Tracing, which captures skill acquisition. These two paradigms are complementary – IRT cannot be used to model student learning, while Knowledge Tracing assumes all students and problems are the same. Recently, two highly related models based on a principled synthesis of IRT and Knowledge Tracing were introduced. However, these two models were evaluated on different data sets, using different evaluation metrics and with different ways of splitting the data into training and testing sets. In this paper we reconcile the models’ results by presenting a unified view of the two models, and by evaluating the models under a common evaluation metric. We find that both models are equivalent and only differ in their training procedure. Our results show that the combined IRT and Knowledge Tracing models offer the best of assessment and learning sciences – high prediction accuracy like the IRT model, and the ability to model student learning like Knowledge Tracing.

Keywords: Knowledge Tracing, IRT, Parameter learning

1 Introduction

In many instructional settings, students are graded by their performance on instruments such as exams or homework assignments. Usually, these instruments are made of items – questions, problems, parts of questions – which are graded individually. Recent interest in online education, such as Massively Open Online Courses, promises large amounts of data from students solving items over...
time. The assessment and learning science communities offer two paradigms to model such data. Traditionally, the assessment community relies on Item Response Theory (IRT) [12] which infers individual differences amongst students and items, but it does not account for student learning over time. The learning science community uses Knowledge Tracing [2] to estimate skill acquisition as a function of practice opportunities. Although Knowledge Tracing captures student learning, it assumes that students and items do not vary in abilities or difficulties – any two items involving the same skill are assumed to be equivalent.

Empirically we know that neither models’ assumptions are correct – these two paradigms are complementary. Earlier attempts towards unifying these two paradigms within the Knowledge Tracing framework only individualize students [9, 10, 16] or items [4, 11, 13] but not both. It is only recently that serious efforts have been made to integrate both student and item effects into Knowledge Tracing. Specifically, two highly related models based on a principled synthesis of Knowledge Tracing and IRT [3, 6] were proposed. The two models were evaluated on different data sets, using different evaluation metrics and with different ways of splitting the data into training and testing sets. In this paper we reconcile the models’ results by presenting a unified view of the two models, and by evaluating the models under a common evaluation metric.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the two recent methods that unify Knowledge Tracing and Item Response Theory. Section 3 provides empirical evaluation. Section 4 concludes.

## 2 Methods

Recently, two models were proposed independently which synthesize Knowledge Tracing and IRT: FAST [3] and LFKT [6]. Although the two models are described in somewhat different terms, they are nearly equivalent, with the key difference being their training method. We now present a unified view of the two models, and then explain their parameter estimate procedures.

### 2.1 Model Structure

Figure 1 uses plate notation to describe IRT, Knowledge Tracing, and the combined model. In plate notation, the clear nodes represent latent variables; the light gray nodes represent variables that are observed only in training; dark nodes represent variables that are both visible in training and testing; plates represent repetition of variables. We omit drawing the parameters and priors.

Figure 1a shows the plate diagram of the Rasch model, the simplest IRT model. Rasch treats each skill $q$ independently, and can be modeled using logistic regression with binary variables indicators for each student $i$ and each item $j$. The regression coefficients $\theta_q$ and $d_q$ of the binary features can then be interpreted as student ability and item difficulty, respectively. The binary observation variable $(y_q)$ represents whether the student gets an item correct:

\[
p(y_q) = \text{logistic}(\theta_{q,i}, d_{q,j}) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-(\theta_{q,j} + d_{q,i})}}
\]  

(1)
Fig. 1: Plate diagram notation for different student models

Figure 1b describes the Knowledge Tracing model. Knowledge Tracing uses Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) to infer the binary latent student knowledge state \( k_{q,t} \) indicating whether the skill has been mastered at the \( t^{th} \) learning opportunity of skill \( q \). The transition probabilities between latent states are often referred as learning and forgetting probabilities, and the emission probabilities are commonly referred as guess and slip probabilities. The binary variable \( y_{q,t} \) represents whether the student gets an item correct:

\[
P(y_{q,t}|y_{q,1}...y_{q,t-1}) = \sum_{l \in \{mastered, not\, mastered\}} emission\, probability \cdot P(k_t = l|y_{q,1}...y_{q,t})
\]

(2)

Figure 1c shows the combined model. It replaces the emissions with IRT:

\[
P(y_{q,t}|y_{q,1}...y_{q,t-1}) = \sum_{l \in \{mastered, not\, mastered\}} IRT \cdot P(k_t = l|y_{q,1}...y_{q,t})
\]

(3)

Here, the logit is parametrized by the difficulty \( d \) of the item \( i \), the ability \( \theta \) of student \( j \) and a bias \( c \) that is specific to whether the student has mastered the skill. Both Knowledge Tracing and IRT can be recovered from the combined model with different choices of parameter values. For example, when the abilities and difficulties are zero, the combined model is equivalent to Knowledge Tracing. When the bias terms are the same (i.e., \( c_{not\, mastered} = c_{mastered} \)), we get IRT.

2.2 Parameter Learning

We now briefly review two recent proposals to learn the combined model. A thorough discussion can be found elsewhere [3, 6]. González-Brenes et al. [3] use a recent variant of the EM algorithm [1] that allows learning HMMs with arbitrary features. Although the original framework allows general features to be incorporated into Knowledge Tracing, the model becomes equivalent to our combined model when limiting the features to IRT features only.
Table 1: Basic Dataset Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Geometry</th>
<th>Physics</th>
<th>Statics</th>
<th>QuizJET</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trials</td>
<td>5,104</td>
<td>110,041</td>
<td>189,297</td>
<td>6,549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problems</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>4,816</td>
<td>1,223</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skills</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>652</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Seq. Length</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Correct</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Alternatively, Khajah et al. [6] use Bayesian estimation techniques to learn the combined model. They used slice sampling, a MCMC algorithm that generates samples of the joint posterior distribution of the model. This allows using priors on abilities and difficulties which can be used to generalize to unseen students and items. Also, their model allows to fit student ability parameters across different skills – using data from a student’s performance on one skill to predict their performance on a different skill.

3 Results

We evaluate our student models by how accurately they predict future student performance. We operationalize predicting future student performance as the classification task of predicting which students solved correctly the items in a held-out set. We evaluate them using a popular machine learning metric, the Area Under the Curve (AUC) of the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve. The AUC is an overall summary of diagnostic accuracy. AUC equals 0.5 when the ROC curve corresponds to random chance and 1.0 for perfect accuracy. We report the 95% confidence intervals with an implementation of the bootstrap hypothesis test method (http://subcortex.net/research/code/), a method that corrects for the non-independence of the points of the ROC.

We use data from four different intelligent tutoring systems: the Geometry Cognitive Tutor [7], the Andes Physics Tutor [15], OLI Statics [14] and QuizJET Java programming tutor [5]. The first three datasets are available on the PSLC Datashop [8]. Table 1 shows a summary of their descriptive statistics.

We divide each dataset into skill-specific subsets consisting of the sequence of trials for each student involving items that require a particular skill. We refer to these sequences as student-skill sequences. If multiple skills are associated with a item, we treat the combination of skills as one unique skill. The last 20% of trials from each sequence were placed in the testing set. Thus, generalization to new skills is not required. For each trial, we compute the prediction (probability of a correct response). Predicted outcomes in the test set are then used to calculate the AUC.
Bar heights in figure 2 are the AUC values for each model and error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. We evaluated the Bayesian and Maximum Likelihood versions of knowledge tracing, IRT, and the combined model. On the smallest dataset, geometry all models perform similarly during testing. On the next two larger datasets, QuizJET and physics, IRT and the combined models perform similarly, beating knowledge tracing. Neither IRT or the combined models emerge as a clear winner. However, on the largest dataset, statics, the Bayesian combined model outperforms all other models significantly. In this dataset, IRT trained using Maximum Likelihood beats the Bayesian version, which might be due to the effects of strong priors on student abilities and item difficulties in the MCMC-trained version. This would also explain why the Bayesian IRT would gain advantage in smaller datasets where the priors influence the most.

In three datasets, the Bayesian version of Knowledge Tracing beats Maximum Likelihood. Our hypothesis is that MCMC training used in Bayesian estimation is more effective at avoiding local optima. We do not think it is due to the use of priors, because we used uninformative priors.

We hypothesize that the reason why the combined model does not outperform IRT is because of the order in which items are presented to students. Specifically, if the items are presented in a relatively deterministic order, the item’s position in the sequence of trials is confounded with the item’s identity. IRT can exploit such a confound to implicitly infer performance levels as a function of experience, and therefore would have the same capabilities as the combined model which performs explicit inference of student knowledge state. To investigate this, we compute the mean order in which items are presented to students. In Figure 3, the horizontal axis ranks item indices by their mean presentation order, and the vertical axis is the mean order in which items are shown to students. Flat horizontal lines in this plot suggest random item ordering but they may also confound the case where students are assigned to only one item from a set of items. On geometry, we don’t see any flat sections which suggests fixed item ordering. Next, the QuizJET dataset exhibits periodic flat sections, but these could be due to students being assigned to single specific items out of sets of items. On the physics and statics datasets, we see a flat line followed by a curve which suggests an initial random assignment of items followed by more structured item ordering. So, there is less information overlap between student learning and item difficulties in the physics and statics datasets, thereby allowing the combined model to put its extra parameters to good use. We plan to carry out more rigorous tests of this conclusion in the future.

One of the goals of intelligent tutoring systems is to personalize learning. This requires models that accurately estimate the student’s knowledge over time, which is possible with Knowledge Tracing and the combined model, but not with IRT. However, Knowledge Tracing assumes that all items within a skill are equally difficult. It also assumes that all students within a skill share the same initial level of knowledge, learning rate, guessing and slipping probabilities. This may lead to inaccurate student learning estimates which reduces the efficacy of an intelligent tutoring system. To investigate, we calculate the estimated learning
Fig. 2: Test set AUC scores of six models on four datasets. Higher values indicate better performance. Error bars correspond to 95% confidence intervals.

of a student as the probability of mastery at the last practice opportunity minus the probability of mastery at the first practice opportunity for each student-skill sequence \( (p(T = \text{master}) - p(k_0 = \text{master})) \). A value of 0 indicates no difference whilst a value of 1 indicates maximum difference. Figure 4 shows the mean difference in the estimated student learning over all student-skill sequences. For clarity, we omit to draw the estimate of IRT, which assumes no learning occurs. The combined model generally gives higher estimates of student learning than Knowledge Tracing. This suggests that item and student effects are not zero within a skill, which violates the Knowledge Tracing assumptions. Hence, the learning estimates produced by the combined model are more trustworthy than Knowledge Tracing.

4 Conclusion

In this paper we investigate two recent alternatives that integrate Knowledge Tracing and IRT. We discover that both models are in fact equivalent and differ only in their training procedure – using either Maximum Likelihood or Bayesian Estimation. We compare both training procedures, Maximum Likelihood and Bayesian estimation, using the same four datasets, cross validation splits and evaluation metric. We find out that both training methods have similar performance, with a small advantage to the Bayesian method in the largest dataset we used. Future work may investigate why this is the case. The combined model
only outperforms IRT in one dataset. In future work we will investigate whether the lack of improvement is due to a confound of item identity and position in the sequence of trials when nearly deterministic trial sequences are presented.

We find that the combined method persistently outperforms Knowledge Tracing, and unlike IRT, it is able to model student learning. Future work may evaluate how useful the combined model is for personalizing learning in an intelligent tutoring system.

Fig. 4: Boxplot of the estimated student learning of Knowledge Tracing and the combined model. We omit IRT, because it always assumes no learning.
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Abstract. In this paper, we focus on user assistance in an interactive and adaptive system. The increase in production of digital data, these last two years has raised several issues regarding the management of heterogeneous and multiple source data in the user’s environment. One distinctive feature of user assistance is the user model that represents essential information about each user. We propose a modeling of a scientific user, who is a researcher, in a personal resource management system. Our methodology is based on the IMS-LIP standard extension and the user’s trace management. Our work can assist users in the consolidated management of their resources and their environment, based on the user’s profile. Experimental results obtained by the emperical evaluation in our laboratory are presented.

Keywords: User modelling, adaptation, profile management, trace-based system, research resource management system

1 Introduction

Currently, user profiles have a very important role in all digital environments [1] [2]. The use of profiles is one of the means that enables systems to adapt to the specificities of its users in the digital environments. Every information system, created as a service, ought to support mainly the digital resources in order to respect the logic of usage required by the system. In this logic of usage, the digital user is an essential actor in the landscape of digital information, he acts and interacts with others; making use of, transforming and producing information. Each individual composes their own digital identity, thus generating the e-reputation that characterises them and for which they have to take care [3]. Our general objective was to design an application that would provide a consolidated management of the users’ digital resources and environment. We opted for an application that would be used by researchers as several studies had shown that the problem of researcher profiling poses many challenging issues including: the automatic extraction of researcher profiles from distributed sources (homepages, indexing authorities, etc.) [4], the consistency and completeness of information and the resolution of ambiguity [5]. These issues are further aggravated by the explosion of information of research artifacts with the research community. Researchers’
Facets of user assistance | Characteristics to act on this facet
--- | ---
Resources management | Characterises digital resources in order to calculate the relevance of these resources for users in the systems
Process management | Characterises resources management rules and user’s process management interaction to adapt the usage
Collaboration management | Criteria for building a user trust community [7], resource sharing and recommendation

Table 1. Facets of assistance in PRISE.

information is mostly scattered and is represented in a syntactic manner [4] (not meaningfully described) thus minimizing the interoperability between heterogeneous knowledge and information sources [6]. In our application we first decided to design a consistent researcher profile based on IMS-LIP extension and a trace-based system which can be used to complete the researcher profile. Indeed, the user’s profiles provide the system with pertinent information to assist the user in aspects defined in Table1.

Our contribution concerns the first facet of this table, i.e. resources management. In this paper we proposed:

- an extension of the IMS-LIP model for research;
- criterions to characterise the relevance of a digital resource according to the user profile.

2 State of the art

The user model is a representation of information about an individual user that is essential for an adaptive system to provide the adaptation effect, i.e. to behave differently for different users[2]. The researcher is like a learner in the system, who uses resources to acquire knowledge and produce scientific results.

Usually, five most popular and useful features are found when viewing the user as an individual: the user’s knowledge, interests, goals, background and individual traits. In [2] The authors discuss modelling the context of a user’s work. In our work we wanted to modelize the user in order to assist him in his resource management process and to characterise his interaction in the environment.

Some existing learner models in the literature are as follows:

1. IEEE PAPI-Learner [8] (Public and Private Information-Learner specification) is a standard developed within the IEE P1484.2 Learner Model Working Group. Its objective is to specify the semantics and the syntax of a Learner Model, which characterises a learner and his knowledge. It includes elements such as knowledge, skills, abilities, learning styles, records, and personal information. PAPI Learner was initially developed for learning technology...
applications but can easily be extended to other types of human related information such as medical and financial applications. PAPI is one of the first standards which provides a framework that organizes learner data. There is lot of learner data that this standard does not take into account [9] and which can be exchangeable between various e-learning systems. This explains why this proposal has been extended by IMS in its new standard IMS-LIP[10].

2. IMS-LIP[11] is based on a data model that describes those characteristics of a learner that are needed for the general purposes of: Recording and managing learning-related history, goals and accomplishments; Engaging a learner in a learning experience; Discovering learning opportunities for learners. The specification supports the exchange of learner information among learning management systems, human resource systems, student information systems, enterprise e-learning systems, knowledge management systems and other systems used in the learning process. We note that IMS LIP provided valuable extensions compared to the PAPI model, but it does not meet all the systems’ needs in terms of user data completeness and management, which explains its adaptation within application profiles.

3. SERPOLET [10] offers solutions to the issue of learner data interoperability between e-learning systems. This model is based on IMS-LIP with extension to the need of learner data interoperability.

From these propositions, we chose to extend the IMS-LIP standard for many reasons. Firstly, IMS-LIP is the interoperability standard chosen by CEN/ISSS [12]. Secondly, it defines a user data model as a set of 11 categories to be imported or exported between systems. The IMS-LIP extension in Fig. 1 that we defined provides relevant information about the researcher and his activities. The trace-based system maintains a consistent profile and makes it more complete.

![Fig. 1. IMS-LIP extension application profile for researcher](image-url)
We need to understand the interactivity of the user in order to assist him. In [13] the authors proposed an ontology-Based User modelling for Knowledge Management Systems using IMS-LIP. They defined the behaviour category that extended the IMS-LIP model. In our work, we consider that the behaviour is the dynamic information of profile, so we use interactivity to capture the model of user interaction with the resources which can characterise the user model.

3 Our methods

It should be remembered that the objective of the profile is to provide relevant information about the user and provide mechanisms to assist a user in the consolidated management of his resources and environment. Firstly, we proposed an extension of the IMS-LIP model in Fig. 1 to take into account the user’s interaction. In digital resources management system it is very important to characterise the user’s interactivity type and interactivity level to adapt the digital resource usage process.

Secondly, our methods involved determining what criterions are necessary to characterise the user’s digital resources relevance and how to use it the latter. We identified two levels of use of a user’s profile:

- the static level: we can directly use the informations, of the user, stored in the database.
- the dynamic level: we can calculate the information of the user from information stored and his context in the system.

The first level requires less effort in the semantic analysis. The informations that we deemed relevant for the profile are: research domain, research field, user’s prefered language, user’s technology style, qualification level, keywords and research interests.

The second level requires more effort in the semantic analysis. The informations
needed are: the user intention [14] [15], the user objective, the user interactivity type, the user interactivity level and the scientific problems. These informations are context-aware, so they require a real-time analysis and they characterise the user’s information needs. We have chosen these criterions because they are important for a researcher looking for informations and in the objectives of our study. Our contribution consisted in combining these two types of data on the user, in order to determine the relevance of the resource and to adapt it to the usage needs.

We characterised the resource using all the metadata associated with it. The Fig. 2 shows the main elements of the research resource metadata in our environment. Despite the fact that quite often the metadata are not the main elements that characterise a document. In the context of this work we put forth the hypothesis that the metadata provide a good characterisation of the resource. In our experimental environment 3, we characterised these metadata as mainly: bibliography data [16], usage (reader/producer) data and evaluation data. After that we compared the matching of the profile information 4 with the resource metadata. We experiment as well the use of TF-IDF [17] to calculate these levels of relevancy. However this aspect is not yet ready enough to be presented.

Our methodology for modelling the research user and managing his profile consists in explaining how the data in the user’s profiles is collected, how it is formalized and how it is used to satisfy system assistance needs.

There are two possibilities for collecting the necessary user data [18]:

1. Explicit collection of the data: users’ preferences are found explicitly, by asking them to submit the necessary information manually before any personalisation is provided. Explicitly entered profile information is considered to be high quality, but users generally dislike having to spend time and effort submitting data to a system, especially when the benefits may not be immediately obvious. This can make the explicit collection of sufficient profile data difficult [18]. This type of collection is achieved through the fields that we propose in the IMS LIP model extension for the researcher.

2. Implicit collection of data: users’ preferences are inferred from their normal interactions with the system. The advantage of collecting profile data this way is that the user is relieved of the burden of having to supply and keep up-to-date the necessary information. But the implicit measures of interest are generally thought to be lower quality than explicitly gathered preferences [19].

The purpose of trace-based management system is to identify the trace elements necessary to propose a relevant user profile and system for the automatic update of user’s data.

We considered the activity category in the profile because it is data that we mainly use in our research. There are traces in the past of the users. Furthermore, there are many interactions in an interactive environment and during its execution, actors can generate traces [20]. We combined the user profile and the trace-based system to construct our model. These traces were collected from the interaction of the user with the environment. The users’ traces were used by
carrying out three steps consecutively. Firstly, a function was defined to collect all traces that were produced by the interaction between the user and the environment. We propose then a step of traces’ filtering. This step aims to filter all the traces in order to get the pertinent traces. Finally, we present the filtered traces and integrate them in the user’s profile.

4 Experimentation and discussion

To experiment our proposal we created an environment that allows a researcher to manage their digital resources. The system offers a set of tools that make it more effective in the production of scientific results. Our research environment PRISE (PeRsonal Interactive research Smart Environment) includes several tools: digital resources management (Fig. 3), social network including our model of the researcher’s profile (Fig. 4) and events management.

Through our experimentation in PRISE, we used the elements of the user’s profile necessary to achieve the first facets proposed in the Table 1. Table 2 shows these profile criterions in order to characterise the resource management relevance in the system. These criterions were used to assist the user resources management process, resources relevant for the user and resource recommendation criterions based on the user profile.

Our experimental system implemented our LOM [21] application profile for research. The resource metadata was stored in a NoSQL database using JSON API to manipulate it. NoSQL has the quality required to be a document store database. The user profile model was stored in SQL database for reuse needs and we used REST web services to retrieve the profile information.
### Table 2. User profile criteria for user assistance in PRISE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facets of user assistance</th>
<th>Item criterions used in the profile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resources management</td>
<td>Preferred language; Language level; Research field; Keywords; Research field level; Qualification level; Research interests; interactivity type; interactivity level</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We have discussed our work in terms of the research described in [22] [23]. These authors made an important contribution by automatically characterizing the resource quality using the machine learning. Our contribution completes these works using the user profile and resource metadata. We also found that our user model was more complete and provided relevant information about the researcher in the system. The models we compared, in the main lack information on the objectives of the researcher, their scientific problems, their preferences, as well as entire elements on their activities as well. Our model could also serve as a reference for the social research networks like Mendeley, Academia and ResearchGate etc.

## 5 Conclusion and future works

In this paper we presented work in progress on the researcher profile modelling in a personal research system. We have identified and used the relevant characteristics to adapt and assist the researcher with his digital resources, to achieve relevant management of his resources. The main contribution was in consistent researcher profile modelling based on IMS-LIP extension and the approach of trace-based management to fill the user profile model use this model to assist user’s in research resources management systems.

Future work will firstly consist in improving the dynamic usage of the user profile information and the TF-IDF method to calculate the resource relevance. Secondly, it will provide some mechanisms for a dynamic usage of user’s resource process based on the user profile, in order to maintain his environment’s consistency and assist him in the consolidated management of his resources.
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Abstract. Collaborative indicators derived from quantitative statistical indicators of students’ interactions in forums can be used by e-learning systems in order to support the collaborative behaviour and motivation of students. The main objective of this research is to achieve a transferable and domain-independent reputation indicator, considering the information extracted from social network analysis, statistical indicators, and opinions received by students in terms of ratings. This paper describes how to consider the reputation indicator in a collaborative environment in order to group students (distributing the most prominent students into different groups) aimed to improve the collaborative indicators (such as initiative, activity, regularity).
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1 Introduction

Providing personalised recommendations to students in order to foster their participation and increase their level of engagement in a collaborative environment is a relevant field that every e-learning system should take into consideration [1]. Collaborative learning environments have been successfully used to support student learning [2]. Using collaborative indicators derived from students’ interactions might help an e-learning system in deciding whether to 1) speed up in order to reveal new educational content, 2) slow down in order to go into content in depth, 3) introduce new conversations or messages in order to stimulate new debates and a better understanding of the content, and 4) identify recommendations opportunities that guide students in performing specific actions intended to help their mates on a given task, encouraging participation and improving team work [3].

From previous research [3, 4, 5] carried out by aDeNu research group on collaborative indicators for e-learning environments, statistical indicators (such as number of threads started, number of messages sent, number of replies, etc.) have been proposed as relevant to evaluate the collaboration process. These statistical indicators were
collected by a collaborative platform that implemented the CLF (Collaborative Logical Framework) approach on top of dotLRN Learning Management System (LMS) [6] and show their capacity to reveal students’ collaboration quality in terms of several students characteristics such as initiative, activity, reputation and regularity [5]. The CLF has been proposed to provide real collaboration in the Logical Framework Approach, and is aimed to facilitate an efficient collaboration among students, grouping them in small clusters for effective collaboration (typically, 4 students per group). Under this framework, three stages have been defined [7]: 1) Individual stage: each student works individually to produce his contribution on a given problem; 2) Collaboration stage: students have access to the solutions of their mates and must comment (by answering the corresponding forum thread), and rate them; and 3) Agreement stage: taking into account the interactions in the two previous stages, a moderator is selected for the group, who is responsible for providing the agreed solution of the group based on the best rated works of the group.

In [3], it was suggested that from forum interactions analysis, those students whose messages receive more replies indicated more interest by fellow students, and this, can be considered a proof of acknowledgment, and thus, of student’s reputation. The reputation is a relevant measure of the degree of prominence of an actor in a social network. In turn, [8, 9] showed that reputation was one of the most important attributes for predicting final student performance on the basis of the use of data from online discussion forums.

In this context, this research work aims to complete previous reputation indicator in terms of three different types of analytic data, which are based on forum activity: 1) quantitative information that uses statistical indicators (number of received messages in the threads started by a student and the number of received answers in messages sent by a student), 2) qualitative information that uses the average score of opinions received by the rest of students (rating), and 3) social network information (SNA) and hyperlink analysis [10, 11] that uses the ratio of students’ in-links (when a student receives a response from another student). Using the reputation indicator as a reference to form collaborative groups in courses, an e-learning platform that keeps track of the collaboration process and the students’ behaviours in terms of the collaborative indicators, could group the most prominent students with those less prominent with the intention of fostering engagement and improving the students’ performance. In this way, the collaboration process is expected to be improved [12, 13], and thus, the statistical indicators that reflect student’s collaborative characteristics (initiative, activity, regularity).

The work carried out in this research also aims to prove the transferability and domain-independence of the proposal. For this, the CLF approach will be deployed in another e-learning platform (Moodle) showing the transferable characteristic of the collaborative indicators, and also their domain-independence when free-content interaction variables are computed in the same way using the specific interaction data gathered in each environment.

The paper is structured as follows. First, a way to compute the reputation indicator from statistical indicators, rating of students, and social network information is pre-
sented. Next, the focus is put on describing how the CLF runs on Moodle. Finally, ongoing works are outlined.

2 Reputation basis

As [3] suggested, a reputation indicator should provide information on target student collaboration. Although previous researches [3, 4, 5] took into consideration the reputation indicator from a statistical point of view ($N_{r\_thrld}$ as the number of replies to threads started by a student, and $N_{r\_msg}$ as the number of replies to messages sent by a student), $N_{r\_thrld}$ could be further investigated as one of the most significant indicators to assess student collaboration [3]. For this reason, and being aware of the importance of the reputation in collaboration processes [14], it is of interest to consider a richer definition of this indicator. Additionally, taking into account the results obtained in [9], this research proposes to explore the extension of previous reputation indicator in terms of three different types of analytic data. Grouping students according to this extended reputation indicator could improve the collaboration process, which is expected to improve the computation of the statistical indicators on which initiative, activity and regularity indicators are based. Following a similar approach as [15], which took into consideration several sources of information to define the reputation in terms of a social and scientific scores, the proposed reputation indicator has been composed of three different sources of information: 1) statistical indicators (SI) as quantitative information, 2) rating information (RI) as qualitative information, and 3) information provided by SNA (SNI). Following a similar methodology [3, 5], each of these sources can be normalized between 0 and 1 [9], and computed using a metric to assign a reputation value (Rep) to each student. Different weights ($a$, $b$, $c$) can be used when combining the three sources in the case of correcting some deviations or subjective connotations. A machine learning method, such as linear regression, could learn these weights and automatically compute their relevance:

$$\text{Rep} = \frac{aSI + bRI + cSNI}{a + b + c}$$

(1)

For the experiment carried out (see section 4), initially weights used are $a=b=c=1$, as tentative value to start this first experiment.

Reputation has allowed to group students according to its value, pursuing an improvement of the collaborative indicators, and if the experiment shows the expected importance of the reputation indicator, it could be another relevant source of data for the e-learning systems to suggest tailored recommendations and favoring the engagement. The reputation indicator could reflect popularity connotations, above all when one of its three sources (SNI) is based on students’ networks and interactions. But the reputation indicator is composed by two other elements (SI and RI) in order to be able to balance the final score in this respect.
2.1 The statistical indicators as quantitative information

The evaluation of information gathered in previous pilot experiences [4] showed that some indicators might have overlapped the description of others, and it was considered the possibility of setting up a range of three values for labelling each indicator instead of using its absolute label. In particular, this research proposes three values to rank initiative, activity, regularity and reputation, namely: improvable, moderate and notable.

The statistical indicators for activity, initiative, regularity and reputation (based on forum conversations started, forum messages sent and replies to student interactions) are calculated following the results of previous works carried out by aDeNu [5]. In the case of reputation and as anticipated above, in [3] two indicators were proposed: the number of replies to threads started by a student \((N_{r\_thrd})\) with respect to the total replies to threads started \((Total_{r\_thrd})\), and the number of replies to messages sent by a student \((N_{r\_msg})\) with respect to the total replies to messages sent \((Total_{r\_msg})\). This work hypothesised that more replies indicated more interest by fellow students, which is proof of acknowledgement. The statistical indicators (SI) can be calculated as follows:

\[
SI = \frac{N_{r\_thrd} + N_{r\_msg}}{Total_{r\_thrd} + Total_{r\_msg}}
\]  
(2)

2.2 The rating as qualitative information

The instructor is faced with the difficulty of interpreting and evaluating the quality of the participation reflected through students’ contributions, considering that current e-learning systems do not provide explicitly many indicators regarding this qualitative information. A reasonable information source to tackle this issue can be to use a rating system, in which students are able to grade the messages of the rest of students according to different values [9]. Each student can set an evaluation or score for the usefulness of each message: non-relevant, interesting, or totally relevant. Following a similar method for computing reputation from the rating point of view [16], but giving different importance to each type of opinion, it can be calculated the rating information (RI) by taking into account the number of non-relevant opinions (NR), the number of interesting opinions (I), and the number of totally relevant opinions (TR). The relevance of the opinions can be weighted by giving 1 point to \(NR\), 2 to \(I\) and 3 to \(TR\). The rating information is calculated as follows:

\[
RI = \frac{NR + 2I + 3RT}{3r}
\]

where \(r\) is the total number of opinions received by the student.
2.3 SNA as social information

There is a recent line of research on applying social network analysis (SNA) techniques to study the interactions among students in e-learning platforms, for example [17, 18, 19, 20], and it has already been investigated the practicability of SNA in evaluating participation of students [11, 21, 22]. Exploiting SNA techniques it is possible to discover relevant structures in social networks generated from student communications [23]. With visualization of these discovered relevant structures and the automated identification of central and peripheral students, an e-learning system could be provided with better means to assess participation in the online discussions. The practicality of SNA methods in computer supported collaborative learning is demonstrated in [24, 25], using methods for extracting social networks from asynchronous discussion forums, finding appropriate indicators for evaluating participation, and measuring these indicators using social network analysis. A previous work of aDeNu research group [3] suggested the similarity between SNA techniques and the statistical indicators to measure student perceived reputation. As [9] showed, the social network information (SNI) can be calculated as the normalized node in-degree of that student:

\[
\text{SNI} = \frac{Z}{p}
\]

where \(Z\) is the number of in-links and \(p\) is the number of students. This research uses Meerkat-ED\(^1\) [26], a specific and practical toolbox for analyzing interactions of students in asynchronous discussion forums of online courses.

3 CLF running on Moodle

The transferable feature of the collaborative indicators emphasized in [3] is demonstrated in this research by deploying the CLF approach on Moodle. Moodle has already been explored as collaborative tool [27, 28], and fits perfectly the purposes of this research. For this, the first step is to see how the CLF functionality can be provided in Moodle. This mapping is compiled in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLF Features</th>
<th>.LRN</th>
<th>MOODLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proposing a solution</td>
<td>Survey (for quiz solutions) or file storage area (to upload a solution document) + forum (for discussing the proposed solution)</td>
<td>Q and A forum + assignment + forum in a blog format, to capture students’ interactions. Survey for quiz solutions and file storage area are also available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) http://webdocs.cs.ualberta.ca/~rabbanyk/MeerkatED/
Management of the CLF stages and timing control

Grouping students
- Groups functionality (for manually grouping) and clustering methods provided by Weka data mining suite (for automatic grouping)
- Manual groups’ functionality, based on reputation. Also an automatic functionality based on the number of groups or number of students per group.

Students’ ratings collection
- Rating functionality
- Rating system based on tailored scales

Reputation estimation
- n/a (requires development)
- Manual, based on statistical indicators, rating and SNA

Meta-cognitive tools
- CLF computed indicators with Weka shown in a customised portlet
- Blocks showing information for students. Collaborative information has to be provided manually to be displayed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLF Features</th>
<th>.LRN</th>
<th>MOODLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Management of the CLF stages</td>
<td>Workflow mechanism</td>
<td>Workflow mechanism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and timing control</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grouping students</td>
<td>Groups functionality (for manually grouping) and clustering methods</td>
<td>Manual groups’ functionality, based on reputation. Also an automatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>provided by Weka data mining suite (for automatic grouping)</td>
<td>functionality based on the number of groups or number of students per</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students’ ratings collection</td>
<td>Rating functionality</td>
<td>group.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reputation estimation</td>
<td>n/a (requires development)</td>
<td>Manual, based on statistical indicators, rating and SNA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meta-cognitive tools</td>
<td>CLF computed indicators with Weka shown in a customised portlet</td>
<td>Blocks showing information for students. Collaborative information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>has to be provided manually to be displayed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Comparison between the CLF deployment in dotLRN and Moodle

4 Ongoing work

Previous experiments were carried out by the aDeNu group in 2009, 2012 and 2013, testing the CLF and the collaborative indicators [4]. Now, we are testing the reputation indicator to group participants, looking for an improvement of the collaborative indicators (initiative, activity, regularity).

The research is focused on several aspects, altogether aimed to compute the students’ reputation in a domain independent collaborative task called CLF. It is grounded in 1) gathering statistical indicators based on forums interactions, 2) extracting SNA information from the links created among students and 3) considering qualitative data from students’ ratings.

An experiment with 23 users was carried out in April with some workers of Tecnalia Research & Innovation² centre. They were asked to solve two riddle placed in forums. Previous researches carried out in Madrid Science Week (2009, 2012, 2013) showed the importance of the engagement component in collaborative experiences to get a representative number of participants. For 3 days, the participants collaborated in each stage of the CLF (individual, collaboration, and agreement stage) to find the solution to the first riddle. Next 3 days, they were asked to solve the second riddle. In order to evaluate the benefit of taking into account the reputation indicator in creating

² http://www.tecnalia.com/en/
the groups within the CLF, a ‘between-subject’ experiment (i.e., participants were randomly assigned either to the control group, where the CLF grouping was not informed by the reputation indicator and the experimental group, where the CLF grouping considered the reputation indicator by separating the students with higher reputation among the groups, so each group had at least a high reputation participant) was carried out.

Currently, the indicators obtained from the students’ interactions are being analyzed to identify the benefits of taking the reputation indicator into account when making the groups of students. This data analysis can be used to determine required changes in a collaboration process, such as grouping students according to the reputation indicator so as to distribute the students with higher reputation among the groups. This information could also be used by e-learning systems to make tailored recommendations and favouring the engagement, trying to increase the reputation of students less prominent, and improving the collaboration process.

This research also takes the advantage to explore some additional advanced features provided by Moodle, such as learning analytics or the possibility of incorporating meta-cognitive tools [5], automatically calculating the collaborative indicators and displaying the current value of indicators in each stage of the CLF.
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1 Introduction

Learner models are at the core of intelligent tutoring systems (ITS). The development of ITSs has been influenced by cognitive learner models [1,2], and in recent years there has been a rise in ITSs that have been informed by affective models [3,4,5]. The cognitive-affective state of engagement is of particular interest for this project. Engagement has been defined as an enjoyable state of involvement in a learning activity or task with focused attention and intense concentration [3]. Engagement is necessary for learning since learners have to attend to information in order to learn. Mind wandering (MW) pertains to instances where engagement is disrupted and learners involuntarily shift their attention from their task towards unrelated thoughts. MW can be detrimental to learning [6, 7] because of this lapse in attention. Thus, to facilitate learning, it is important to develop systems that can either sustain engagement by reducing the propensity of MW behaviors or respond when a learner becomes disengaged due to MW. Not all learners exhibit the same MW behaviors when placed in the same learning environments [8]. Some learners experience lower MW rates compared to others depending on the context of the learning activity. For example, in a situation where the learning materials are considered difficult some individuals may be able to sustain attention and remain engaged, while others may disengage as their attention drifts towards thoughts unrelated to the task. With this in mind, we have begun developing a method that adapts the learning environment according to measures of individual attributes in an effort to reduce MW behaviors during a learning session. Our intention is to select optimal learning materials based on these
measures, with the purpose of reducing the propensity to MW. For example, learners would be assessed for attributes such as reading comprehension or scholastic aptitude and would then be placed in a learning environment and provided with materials based on those attributes with the goal of reducing the propensity to MW. The goal of this paper is to evaluate the performance of such a system by comparing our method to two non-adaptive alternatives.

1.1 Related Work

A variety of learner models have been employed in ITSs since their inception. Examples of cognitive models include: knowledge tracing models [9, 10], item response theory models [11], and knowledge space models [12]. Recent research of alternatives to cognitive models includes affective models [13, 14], meta-cognitive models [15], and models of disengagement [16] (see [17] for a review of recent models). Advancing the groundwork laid by studies that have investigated the relationship between affect and learning [3], [see 18 for a review, 19], recent research along these lines has led to the development of Reactive affect-sensitive ITSs that attempt to sense affective states related to learning and respond accordingly [20, 21, 22]. One example of this type of system is Affective AutoTutor [23]. This system detects the cognitive-affective states of the learner (i.e., boredom, confusion) based on conversational modeling, facial cues, and body language and alters the dynamics of the tutoring session through dialog moves designed to address specific affective states.

Although there are no analogous reactive systems that respond to MW, there have been attempts to develop automatic MW detectors. Drummond and Litman [24] used acoustic-prosodic features extracted from learners’ utterances during a spoken learning task to discriminate episodes of low “zoning out” from episodes of high “zoning out”, obtaining an accuracy of 64%. With a similar goal in mind, Bixler and D’Mello [25] recently attempted to automatically detect MW during reading on a computer screen using eye movements. They were able to detect MW with an accuracy of 72% (expected = 61%). A similar system, called GazeTutor [4], used an eye tracker to detect when users looked away from the screen for an extended period of time, which was taken to imply attentional disengagement. Although GazeTutor didn’t definitively detect instances of MW, it attempted to re-engage learners with interventions when attentional disengagement was detected. Thus, research is steadily moving towards systems that are able to identify and respond appropriately to MW with the goal of sustaining engagement and improve learning.

Conversely, Proactive strategies attempt to facilitate affective states that would be beneficial for learning or avoid states that would be detrimental for learning. One example of a system that used a proactive strategy is ConfusionTutor [26], which attempted to induce a state of confusion during learning as there has been evidence that suggests a positive correlation between learning gains and confusion [27].

1.2 The Current Project

We recently took a step towards developing a proactive strategy to reduce MW by selecting learning materials that lead to reduced MW rates for individual learners [8].
MW rates were estimated with learner responses to auditory probes while learners read instructional texts on a computer screen. Each text was either an easy or difficult version and was manipulated to have either low or high value with respect to its weight on a subsequent test. Each learner read a total of four texts: one of each combination of difficulty and value. Supervised learning methods were used to build models that used individual attributes to predict the texts that would result in the lowest MW rate for that learner. Each model was built on data from the other learners (i.e., N – 1) and was then applied to the learner that was held out. The best models were moderately successful, resulting in an accuracy of 64% (expected = 53%). The next step, and the focus of our current research, is to further investigate how effective our method is at personalizing the learning environment in order to reduce MW.

There are many ways to evaluate the effectiveness of a personalized system. Several empirical evaluation methods are mentioned by Chin [28], such as experimental comparisons between systems with and without learner models or evaluating the accuracy of each learner model. Gena [29] covers strategies for evaluating user-adaptive systems, which includes additional strategies such as user-centered evaluation through questionnaires and interviews, observational evaluation through user observation and log files, and predictive evaluations such as expert reviews. Similar evaluation methods are suggested specifically for ITSs by Mark and Greer [30]. Due to the early nature of this project, we opted for a preliminary analysis that takes advantage of existing data in lieu of a more time consuming experimental study.

The present work describes an investigation of the effectiveness of our method to prevent MW [8]. We used existing data which identified the MW rate of each learner for four different learning materials that varied in difficulty and value. To evaluate our method, we then selected a MW rate for each learner based on the model’s prediction of the learning materials with the lowest MW rate (i.e., individual best). We then compared these to MW rates derived from two non-adaptive alternative methods. The first alternative was to determine the learning materials with the lowest MW rate on average across all learners and select those learning materials for each learner (i.e., overall best). The second alternative was to simply select learning materials for each learner at random (i.e., random).

2 Data and Methods

What follows is a description of the data collection and analyses for the current project. For a more detailed description of data collection, see [8].

2.1 Data Collection

Undergraduate students (N = 187) from two U.S. universities learned about research methods topics from four texts (i.e., experimenter bias, replication, causality, and dependent variables) presented on a computer screen. Each text contained 1500 words on average (SD = 10) and were split into 30-36 pages. The difficulty and value of each text was manipulated. The difficulty manipulation consisted of presenting either
an easy or a difficult version of each text. Value was manipulated based on the weight assigned to each text on a subsequent posttest. Learners read all four texts with one text in each one of the four conditions: 2 (difficulty: easy vs. difficult) × 2 (value: high vs. low). The success of the manipulations was confirmed with self-reports of the perceived difficulty and perceived value of the texts (see [31]). During the task, learners’ MW was measured along with several individual attributes.

Mind Wandering was measured through auditory probes (i.e. a beep) on nine pseudorandomly chosen “probe pages” per text, a standard and validated method for collecting online MW reports [6]. The MW rate for each text was then obtained by computing the proportion of “Yes” responses to probes.

Individual Attribute measures were collected for use as features in our models. The following measures were collected: (a) reading comprehension, (b) reading fluency, (c) working memory ability, (d) interest in research methods, (e) general boredom proneness, (f, g) boredom in academic situations (underwhelmed and overwhelmed), (h) scholastic aptitude, and (i) prior knowledge. Scores of all measures were standardized by school to alleviate any large discrepancies due to demographic differences between schools.

Procedure. Learners began the task by proceeding through one of two 24 item multiple choice pretests (counterbalanced between pre and posttest across all learners) and several individual attribute measurements. After being given instructions on the learning task, they studied four texts (one at a time) on a page-by-page basis, using the space bar to navigate forward. The title of the text and the corresponding weight of the test questions (value manipulation) were explicitly presented before each text. After learners studied all four texts, they were presented with the remaining 24 item posttest and remaining individual attribute measures.

2.2 Supervised Machine Learning

We used measurements of the individual attributes to predict the learning materials (in terms of difficulty and value) that would result in the least amount of mind wandering using supervised learning. Models were built for 34 machine learning algorithms from the WEKA machine learning software [32]. These included lazy-learners, Bayesian models, decision trees, support vector machines, regression models, etc.

There were two additional parameters. The first parameter was the minimum allowable difference (i.e., threshold) between a learner’s standardized MW rate for the best and worst materials (i.e., a difference of .0, .25, or .5 standard deviations between the highest and lowest MW rates). The second parameter was the specific classification task. The task was to classify the optimal learning materials between low and high difficulty texts, low and high value conditions, or any of the 4 conditions. Leave-one-person-out cross validation was used to evaluate each data set. Models were built on all learners except for a hold out learner and then tested on the hold out learner; this process was repeated for all learners. This method ensures that the training and testing set for each model are learner-independent. The Kappa statistic was taken as the measure of classifier accuracy. A kappa value of 1 indicates perfect agreement, while a kappa value of 0 indicates agreement was no better than chance.
2.3 Comparison Analysis

The best performing models for each classification task were identified based on the highest kappa. The best model for both the difficulty and difficulty/value classification tasks was built with a decision stump classifier, while the best model for value was built with a simple logistic classifier. These models were then used to assess how our method of assigning materials to learners would perform compared to non-adaptive methods. To illustrate how each MW rate was computed for the comparison, consider a hypothetical situation with 4 learners being compared in the difficulty classification task (Table 1). Individual best MW rates are based on model predictions; in this example, the model predicted that the best materials would be the difficult texts for learners 2 and 3, and the easy texts for learners 1 and 4 (note that the model erred for learners 1 and 2). Overall best MW rates are the MW rates for each learner with the materials that resulted in the lowest MW rate on average across participants; these are the easy texts for this example. Random MW rates are the MW rates for each learner with materials chosen at random; in this example, learner 2 is randomly assigned difficult texts, while learners 1, 3, and 4 are randomly assigned easy texts. Note that in this case, both the overall best and individual best conditions predicted the materials with the lowest MW rate for half the learners, which resulted in comparable average MW rates of about 0.45.

Table 1. MW rates (proportions of yes to total probe responses) for 4 hypothetical learners by classification (easy and difficult) and comparison groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learner</th>
<th>Easy</th>
<th>Difficult</th>
<th>Individual Best</th>
<th>Overall Best</th>
<th>Random</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.61 – Easy</td>
<td>0.61 – Easy</td>
<td>0.61 – Easy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.56 – Difficult</td>
<td>0.28 – Easy</td>
<td>0.56 – Difficult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.44 – Difficult</td>
<td>0.67 – Easy</td>
<td>0.67 – Easy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.22 – Easy</td>
<td>0.22 – Easy</td>
<td>0.22 – Easy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 Results

Table 2 lists the average standardized MW rates for each of these conditions based on the complete data set. Our initial step was to assess the accuracies of the classification results when considering all four types of learning materials: difficulty (easy and difficult) × value (low and high). We compared the MW rates of the best performing model (i.e., at the threshold of .25 sd’s) which resulted in a kappa of .11 (observed accuracy of 34%, expected accuracy of 26%). The MW rates were significantly lower for the individual best condition compared to the random condition, \( t(140) = -2.1, p = .04 \), but not significantly different from the overall best condition.

We then collapsed across value and then difficulty and conducted similar analyses for each. Value, at the threshold of .25 sd’s, resulted in a kappa of .16 (observed accuracy of 59%, expected accuracy of 51%). The MW rates in the individual best condition were not significantly different from either the random or the overall best condi-
tion. Difficulty at the threshold of .5 $sd$’s, resulted in a kappa of .24 (observed accuracy of 64%, expected accuracy of 53%). The MW rates in the individual best condition were significantly different from the random condition, $t(97) = -2.4, p = .02$, but not different from the overall best condition.

**Table 2.** Standardized MW rate means by classification task (standard deviations in parentheses). Lower numbers are preferred.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification Task</th>
<th>Individual Best</th>
<th>Overall Best</th>
<th>Random</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty × Value</td>
<td>-.01 (.87)</td>
<td>-.03 (.87)</td>
<td>.13 (.93)</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td>-.05 (.79)</td>
<td>-.01 (.80)</td>
<td>-.01 (.81)</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty</td>
<td>.07 (.72)</td>
<td>.09 (.75)</td>
<td>.17 (.75)</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These preliminary results show that the models built on a small suite of individual attributes chose learning materials for each learner that were optimal in terms of resulting in the least amount of MW when compared to placing learners into a random learning condition except when collapsing across value. However, we were unable to choose materials with reported instances of MW that were statistically less than those chosen in the overall best condition across all learners.

We next wanted to take a close look at those individuals whose best model condition was different than the overall best condition to gain further insight into how the mind wandering behaviors differ between these conditions (see Table 3). The analyses described above were repeated after removing learners with the same individual best and overall best condition. For example, if the model predicted a learner should be given low difficulty materials, which is the overall best condition, then that learner would not be included in the following analysis. For each analysis, the sample size was considerably culled resulting in low power, however, the results of significance are still reported. When considering all four types of learning materials (i.e., difficulty × value value) at the threshold of .25 $sd$’s, the MW rates for the individual best condition were higher than the rates for the overall best condition, $t(40) = .799, p = .43$. When considering only value at the threshold of .25 $sd$’s, the rates for the individual best condition were lower than the overall best condition, $t(51) = -1.5, p = .13$. When considering only difficulty at the threshold of .5 $sd$’s, the rates for the individual best condition were lower than the overall best condition, $t(18) = -9.1, p = .38$.

**Table 3.** Standardized MW rate means by classification task for learners that differed on MW rates for the individual best and overall best conditions (standard deviations in parentheses)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification Task</th>
<th>Individual Best</th>
<th>Overall Best</th>
<th>Random</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty × Value</td>
<td>.20 (.78)</td>
<td>.09 (.82)</td>
<td>.28 (.92)</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td>.07 (.81)</td>
<td>.17 (.80)</td>
<td>.12 (.82)</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty</td>
<td>.14 (.84)</td>
<td>.24 (.97)</td>
<td>.17 (.90)</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This second analysis shows that when the individual best condition differs from the overall best condition of all learners, there are some drastic differences in the amount of MW rates. When collapsing on value or difficulty (separately), the individual best condition outperforms the overall best condition. However, when considering the difficulty × value classifications, this trend is reversed where the overall best produces the least amounts of mind wandering.

4 Discussion

The goal of this project is to take strides towards creating a personalized learning environment in which a learner is provided with materials that reduce the propensity to MW. While there have been a few encouraging projects that attempt to take such proactive steps towards enhancing the learning experience by adapting the learning environment [see 33 for a review], this project’s focus on attempting to proactively sustain engagement by reducing the likelihood that learners would MW based on a rather small number of individual attribute measures is novel. We showed that our method performs either better than or at least as well as two non-adaptive alternatives for choosing learning materials that will lead to a reduced MW rate. This is an initial step towards developing a system sensitive to learners’ needs in terms of sustaining engagement. The next step would be to implement an experiment to test the generalizability of the claim that the method described here is, in fact, an effective method to incorporate into a preventative learning environment. Another possibility is to assess an expanded set of individual attribute measures. An exploration of additional measures could determine a specific set of features that are best able to predict a condition with an optimal MW rate.

Two limitations are apparent. First, it is possible that learners reported MW rates incorrectly, which could decrease the accuracy of our method. However, learner self-reports are used extensively in previous studies as there is not currently a good alternative for tracking MW [6]. Second, these findings are based on learners reading texts on research methods in a laboratory setting. Future work could boost claims of generalizability by incorporating different topics and other modes of information delivery.

This research takes a step towards tailoring a learning environment in order to reduce the rate of MW and potentially increase engagement. Systems exist that are sensitive to various states of the learner and take a reactive approach by adapting to the needs of the learner in a variety of contexts [21, 22, 23]. This project takes a proactive approach to addressing the needs of the learner by assessing their attributes and identifying learning materials that would potentially produce the least amount of MW. This method need not be limited to addressing MW behaviors during a leaning session. It would be beneficial for future work to assess how this method could be applied to addressing other cognitive affective states, such as boredom or confusion, which also have an influence on learning.
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Abstract. Supervising a student’s resolution of an arithmetic word problem is a cumbersome task. Different students may use different lines of reasoning to reach the final solution, and the assistance provided should be consistent with the resolution path that the student has in mind. In addition, further learning gains can be achieved if the previous student’s background is also considered in the process. In this paper, we outline a relatively simple method to adapt the hints given by an Intelligent Tutoring System to the line of reasoning that the student is currently following. We also outline possible extensions to build a model of the student’s most relevant skills, by tracking user’s actions.
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1 Introduction

Developing the students’ problem solving skills is a fundamental part of mathematics learning. Word/story problems are commonly used in this context, as a means to promote the student’s engagement and provide an adequate framework to practice mathematics skills. The importance of arithmetic word problem is supported by the development of several computer systems focused on this
activity, such as HERON [13], Story Problem Solver [12], WORDMATH [10], MathCAL [6] or AnimalWatch [5].

Successful problem solvers construct a model of the situation described in the problem statement, and base their solution plan on this model [8, 14]. We can think of this model as a number of relations between the quantities that explicitly or implicitly appear in the problem statement. When a problem resolution is supervised by a human in a one-to-one situation, direct observation allows the tutor to induce the model that the student has in mind. This allows the tutor to provide contextualized help that is consistent with the student’s previous resolution steps. The tutor is also constantly collecting information about the student. This information is generally used to adapt explanations to the student’s specific characteristics.

Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) aimed at developing word problem solving skills need also provide personalized guidance. In most cases, the situation described by the problem statement may be modeled in several ways. In this case, the ITS should be able to evaluate the previous user interaction to determine the solution scheme that the student is using, and provide adequate guidance in accordance to this scheme. In this paper, we use a sample problem to illustrate a relatively simple strategy to infer the solution scheme that the student is following.

2 Solution Schemes

When a student reads a problem statement, he/she generally builds a mental scheme of the problem solution. This solution scheme generally includes the student’s interpretation of the quantities involved, and a set of relations between these quantities. Let’s consider the following problem statement: “A basket contains 60 pieces of fruit, between apples and pears. It has 10 more apples than pears. How many apples are there in the basket?”

One possible mental solution scheme (S₁) would be to divide the 60 pieces into two groups of fruits, both with the same number of elements (30); and then mentally transfer half the difference (5) from one group to the other. Another different mental solution scheme (S₂) would consist in mentally setting the 10 extra apples apart; then dividing the remaining pieces of fruit into the two groups; and finally adding the 10 extra apples which were taken apart. Other solution schemes may consider computing the number of apples after computing the number of pears.

Let’s suppose that the student has started the resolution by doing the operation 10/2 = 5, but is finding problems to propose the next operation. If there is a system intervention, it would make little sense that the system suggests the student uses the expression 60 – 10 = 50. Such a recommendation would very likely cause confusion on the learner. This is because this action belongs to a line of reasoning that is not the one that the student was following. On the contrary, the suggestion 60/2 = 30 would make more sense, and be in line with the student’s solution scheme.
Potentially valid solution schemes can easily be internally represented as a set of quantities and relations between quantities [7]. Table 1 shows such a representation for the solution scheme $S_1$ above.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Representation</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Initial value</th>
<th>Relations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Total number of pieces</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Half$_{Total}$=Total/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half$_{Total}$</td>
<td>Half the number of pieces</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>Half$_{Excess}$=Excess/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excess</td>
<td>Extra number of apples</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half$_{Excess}$</td>
<td>Half the extra number of apples</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>Apples=Half$<em>{Total}$+Half$</em>{Excess}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apples</td>
<td>Number of apples</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Quantities (left) and relations (right) in solution scheme $S_1$. Only values for the quantities Total and Excess are known.

This way of representing solution schemes allows any automated system to determine all valid expressions that the student may use. For explanation purposes, let's define an active relation as one that contains a single unknown quantity. In addition, let's define a way to generate an expression from any active relation. This consists in replacing all known quantities by their respective numeric values, and the unknown quantity by the number which makes the resulting expression numerically correct. With these definitions, valid expressions correspond to the ones generated by all active relations, in any solution scheme (and rearranged versions of them).

For example, $S_1$ has two active relations (the first two relations in Table 1). These generate the expressions $30 = 60/2$ and $5 = 10/2$, respectively. Hence, a student may start solving the problem at hand according to $S_1$ by using these two expressions (or a rearranged version of them). The use of a different expression may imply a mistake or that the learner is following a different solution scheme.

3 Adaptive Help

Tracking the state of each solution scheme is a key issue to provide adequate help messages that are consistent with the student’s current line of reasoning. To this end, every valid learner’s input is simultaneously processed in the context of each solution scheme. This is done by comparing the user’s input to the expressions generated by the active relations. If an equivalent expression is found, the value of the corresponding unknown quantity is updated, and the relation is removed from the relations table. For example, the expression $10/2 = 5$ as a first user input would match the relation Half$_{Excess}$=Excess/2 in $S_1$, and yield the dynamic state in Table 2. With this method, unknown quantities are solved one at a time. Hence, the number of remaining expressions in each mental solution scheme is always the same as the number of unknown quantities in the scheme.

This simple tracking mechanism allows one to associate the progress of a mental solution scheme with the percentage of relations that have already been used. This simple measure allows an automated system to easily compute the
solution scheme that the learner is most likely following, and provide consistent feedback based on his information. For example, let’s suppose that a student has already introduced the expression $10/2 = 5$ and asks for a suggestion. $S_1$ would be pointed out as the most likely solution scheme. Since the only active relation in this scheme is $\text{Half } \text{Total}=\text{Total}/2$ (see Table 2), an automated system would be able to recommend the use of the expression $30 = 60/2$. The way this action is translated into a help message may depend on the specific system and/or other information registered as part of the student model. For example, the system may simply recommend the user to compute half the number of pieces by using an appropriate expression, and refine the message further if the user is still not able to set it correctly.

To test the effectiveness of this strategy to determine the mental scheme that the student is following, the method has been integrated into an existing ITS [1, 4]. The results obtained have been reported in [3]. To support the relevance of the research, a first study showed that there are significant differences between the help provided by expert and novice teachers. In many cases, novice teachers gave hints which were not consistent with the observable reasoning, according to the previous learner’s calculations. In addition, it is shown that the aids provided by the ITS were similar to the ones offered by experts teachers (in 84% of the cases).

### 4 Further adaptation

Apart from considering the student’s current line of reasoning, it is also possible to build a student model out of his/previous interaction with the system. This model can be used to further adapt help messages to the user’s needs. For example, a particular learner may have difficulties at using multiplicative relations, and benefit from additional explanations. We are currently working on the definition of an ontology that allows the system to keep track of the most relevant skills in arithmetic problems solving.

A first attempt in this direction was made in [1], in the context of algebra learning. A labeling scheme for relations allowed the ITS to estimate the learner’s skills at detecting and expressing certain type of conceptual schemes. Following with this idea, we are working on the definition of an appropriate labeling for an arithmetic context. The intention is that correct inputs, mistakes and help requests can be linked to concrete skills and tracked by an automated system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Representation</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Total number of pieces</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half_Total</td>
<td>Half the number of pieces</td>
<td>unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excess</td>
<td>Extra number of apples</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half_Excess</td>
<td>Half the extra number of apples</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apples</td>
<td>Number of apples</td>
<td>unknown</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Representation of the dynamic state of $S_1$ after processing expression $10/2 = 5$. The quantity $\text{Half } \text{Excess}$ has become known, and the relation has disappeared from the corresponding table.
In addition, we are currently considering ways of detecting and using the student’s affective state to improve learning. An initial discussion was provided in [2]. As a first experiment in this direction, we have prepared a series of exercises that students will need to solve using the ITS. Some of these exercises seek to elicit concrete emotions. For example, a student may get confused if the ITS repeatedly provides hints based on a solution scheme that he/she is not following; or frustrated if right answers are reported as incorrect and suggestions to use relations in non-natural solution schemes are issued. To capture emotional data of interest, we have prepared a modified version of the existing ITS. This new version uses self-reporting at several stages. Before the student starts solving any exercise, he/she has to fill the Attributional Achievement Motivation Scale presented in [11]. This is a self-reporting test based on Weiner’s attributional theory [15], which is used to explain the attributional causes of the academic achievement on a given subject (arithmetic problem solving in our case). The test is composed of 22 items structured in 5 factors, namely interest, task or capacity, effort, exams and the teachers pedagogical capacity. After completing each exercise, the student has to report about his/her affective state (valence and activation). To this end, we have used Self-Assessment Manikins (SAM) [9]. At the end of the series, the student is asked to fill a self-report. Finally, we have included a descriptive self-report that the student has to fill once the entire series of exercises has been completed. Results from this research will be used to built an ITS that provides emotional support, and measure the performance improvement obtained with respect to the original ITS. A first proposal consists in replacing the current help-on-demand mechanism by a rule-based system that is able to use interaction data to both provide automatic recommendations and adapt the content of the messages, according to the user’s affective state.

5 Conclusions

Teaching arithmetic word problem solving is a complex task. Significant differences in tutoring between expert and non-expert teachers have been identified and reported in [3]. One major factor behind these differences is the ability of the teacher to provide feedback that is consistent with the current student reasoning. In this paper, we have described a strategy that makes it possible to transfer this fundamental skill to an automated system. It could be claimed that the system would not be able to handle solution schemes that the system is not aware of. However, this is also the case in human supervision. A human may interpret as incorrect any action that does not match a valid step in the solution schemes that he/she is able to generate.

We have also outlined future improvements aimed at providing a closer behavior to a human expert, by considering both previous interactions and the learner’s affective state. We have also described the design of a new experiment to help the integration of affective support into the ITS.
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Abstract. Automated detection of constructs associated with student engagement, disengagement, and meta-cognition plays an increasingly prominent part of personalized online education. Often these detectors are trained with ground truth labels obtained from field observations, a method that balances collection speed with label quality. Some behaviors and affective states (e.g., boredom) are regularly modeled across learning environments, but other constructs (e.g., gaming the system) manifest in fewer systems. New environments create the possibility of entirely unexpected constructs. In this paper, we describe how a field observation protocol (already proven effective for affect and behavior detection in several systems) was adapted to provide the flexibility needed to document previously unidentified or rare constructs. Specifically, we describe the in-field modification of the Baker Rodrigo Ocumpaugh Monitoring Protocol (BROMP) to accommodate categories not previously established (e.g., creative metanarrative) during observations of an educational multi-user virtual environment (MUVE). We also discuss the importance of developing methods that allow researchers to conduct such explorations while still capturing standard data constructs.

1 Introduction

As educational software has become more advanced, greater emphasis has been placed upon personalizing systems to react sensitively to student needs. Early work to model and adapt to student knowledge in tightly-scaffolded systems has given way to efforts to detect more ill-defined constructs (e.g. student engagement and meta-cognition) in more open-ended systems (e.g. virtual worlds). One approach to determining engagement with educational software is to construct automated detectors of affective states and behaviors, which can then be used both to research affect and learning [6, 8, 11] and to drive automated interventions [1,10].

Automated detectors have been produced from a variety of different data sources. Physical sensors (e.g., webcams, posture sensors and electroencephalograms) can be quite effective, but are often costly and fragile, making implementation difficult, par-
particularly in poorer schools, leading some to develop sensor-free affect detection based on field observations [4, 15]. Recent research has expanded the scope of behavior detection to a wide range of systems, including games and simulations. As new environments are studied, we find that student behaviors differ across environments. Gaming the system is not seen in systems without feedback. WTF behaviors are more common in games than in tightly-constrained systems, and so on. As new systems are designed, fully anticipating relevant constructs may be impossible, particularly if classroom access or resources are limited. Given these concerns, researchers need coding methods that rigorously document known/expected constructs while being robust to unexpected findings is important.

In this paper, we discuss the adaptation of the Baker Rodrigo Ocumpaugh Monitoring Protocol, (formerly the Baker-Rodrigo Observation Method Protocol), or BROMP, to address these concerns. BROMP is an established field observation method. It has been used to collect ground truth data for sensor-free models of affect and behavior and to study student engagement in non-technology-mediated learning environments. BROMP has already been successfully used to develop sensor-free affect detection in a variety of systems, including Cognitive Tutor [4] ASSISTments [15], and EcoMUVE [5] (the software described in this study). Here, we describe the expansion of BROMP coding schemes in situ to accommodate new affective and behavioral constructs that manifested during observations of EcoMUVE [13]. Currently, these constructs (disgust and creative metanarrative) are not typically coded for during field observations of educational software, but they will likely prove important as we increasingly rely upon virtual worlds for educational instruction.

2 Quantitative Field Observations (QFOs) using BROMP

The development of BROMP began in 2004 with field observations of students who were supposed to be learning from the Cognitive Tutor but were actually gaming the system [2, 3]. It was extended in 2007 when affective states were added as a second coding scheme [16], and further extended with the addition of teacher behaviors as well as student behaviors in some contexts [9]. In 2012, the method was formalized with the creation of a training manual [14]. New coders must achieve an adequate inter-rater reliability (Cohen’s Kappa of 0.6 for both affect and behavior, individually) with a trainer in order to become BROMP-certified. At present, 60 individuals have been certified for coding in the United States, the Philippines, and India.

BROMP works well for collecting ground truth observations of student affect and behavior both because of its simplicity and because the protocol is enforced by an app designed for Android, known as the Human Affect Recording Tool (HART) [4], which streamlines data collection process. At the beginning of each observation session, a coder inputs student login information into the HART application and selects a coding scheme. HART then presents each student’s login info back to the coder in the order in which they were entered. The coder then selects the behavioral and affect categories being presented by that student, ignoring the behaviors and affective states of other students except to the degree to which that information is contextually relevant to the student being coded.
3 BROMP Coding Schemes

During BROMP observations, behavior and affective states are coded separately but simultaneously. The coder has up to 20 seconds to categorize each student’s behavior and affect, but records only the first thing he or she sees. For example, if a student is throwing a pencil at the teacher at the start of the observation, but then re-engages with the software while the coder is deciding what affective state is presenting, the behavior is recorded as off-task. In situations where a student has left the room, where the affect or behavior do not match any of the categories in the current coding scheme, or when the student can otherwise not be adequately observed, a ‘?’ is recorded and that observation is eliminated from the data used to train automated detectors. This approach is valid when constructs that do not fit the coding scheme are rare, but researchers often need the flexibility to document new constructs.

The first BROMP publication to incorporate affect included seven different affective states and six behavioral categories [16]. These consisted of boredom, confusion, delight, surprise, frustration, flow, and neutral (drawn from [7]) as well as on task, on task conversation, off-task conversation, off-task solitary behavior, inactivity, and gaming the system (drawn from [2, 3]). However, at present, there are 24 coding schemes available, and it is possible to customize HART to a new schema.

The most commonly used BROMP coding schemes were developed for the Pittsburgh Science of Learning Center (PSLC). PSLC affective states include boredom, confusion, engaged concentration, frustration, and ?, while behavior categories include on task, on-task conversation, off-task, gaming the system, and ?. Because these constructs are seen as particularly relevant to educational settings, they are included in most BROMP coding schemes, but each time we work with a new learning environment, we reevaluate to ensure we are documenting all of the constructs relevant to that system and population.

4 Adapting BROMP Coding Schemes to EcoMUVE

When developing a coding scheme for EcoMUVE, expert field observers drew from prior coding schemes, from a qualitative pilot study, and from the EcoMUVE designers’ expertise. We extended prior schemes with delight (which is seen substantially more in games than ITS) and sorrow, which is not typically included in educational research on affective states, being seen as rare [8]. We also extended the coding schema to enable us to document any categories that were unanticipated before entering the field, appending 3 different “user defined” categories (2 behavioral categories and 1 affective category) that the expert observer could specify in field.

Very early in the fieldwork, an affective state distinct from the anticipated categories emerged. As students began to explore this virtual world on day one, several reacted strongly EcoMUVE activities that they would have found “icky” in the real world, including tasks involving pond water or discoveries of dead fish. These reactions were coded as disgust, labeled as User Defined 3 in HART. Disgust is rare in most learning, including EcoMUVE (0.04%) despite being one of Ekman’s core emo-
tions. Still, it was more prevalent than sorrow (0.03%), a category anticipated prior to fieldwork. Despite its negative valence, it indicates a lack of indifference. We do not yet know if it is positively or negatively associated with learning in EcoMUVE, but identifying this construct allows us to study how students respond to it. Anecdotally, students in this study maintained engagement once the disgust faded, but it could be an early indicator of later disengagement.

As fieldwork progressed, an unanticipated behavioral category was also identified. This behavior, which we term creative metanarrative (CM), was an unusual form of on-task conversation where students constructed their own storyline, often involving rogue police officers and illicit activities that did not reflect EcoMUVE design elements. CM differs from several other constructs that have been previously identified in the literature. While students often discuss content with each other during online learning (what [17] terms metanarrative), these students were transforming the plot of the game into a storyline that was more interesting to their peers. On it’s face, this sounds similar to [12]’s transforming the game mechanic, which also includes a social component, or to previously identified WTF behaviors [18], but CM differs from these constructs behavior because it is not clear that it detracted from EcoMUVE’s primary learning activities. In fact, the alternative storylines manufactured by these students may have made the software experience more exciting, forestalling the sort of unproductive within-game behaviors documented in [17, 18].

In contrast with the addition of disgust (which was coded within HART as soon as it was identified), the observer took more time to begin using the User Defined button in the behavioral coding scheme to code for creative metanarrative. This delay was driven by CM’s relatively low frequency. Unlike disgust, CM did not manifest until the second day of field observation and only comprised 1.2% of the observations. (This is a low rate, but equal to the off-task behavior observed in this study.) Instead, the observer manually recorded this event on paper using the observation number and student number that HART provides as a reference at the top of each observation screen. After careful discussions with other BROMP-certified coders at the end of the second day of fieldwork, the field observer officially began automatically recording CM (using User Defined 1) in the field and the initial (manually recorded) instances were changed from the more generic on-task conversation to CM in the HART files.

5 Adapting BROMP Coding Schemes to EcoMUVE

Educational technology continues to evolve, and as it does researchers must have the tools that allow the agility to accurately and succinctly define relevant affective and behavioral constructs. As virtual worlds and other forms of educational software become more common educational tools, researchers are increasingly recognizing the importance of developing systems that are sensitive to indicators of student engagement. In particular, different systems promote different behavioral and affective responses. The quality and cost-effectiveness of field observation methods like BROMP make them an attractive option for collecting the ground truth labels needed for auto-
mated detectors of affect and behavior. In this paper, we discuss rapid, in-field extensions to BROMP (and HART, the software app used to enforce BROMP) that increase our ability to identify new constructs as we study student engagement in new software systems and populations.

Specifically, these extensions increase observers’ agility to add unanticipated categories to the coding schemes in field, refining construct validity. While not correlated constructs, the two categories added in this study, disgust and CM, share qualities that are notable to educational researchers. Both manifest with rather prominent student displays within the classroom and may have broader impacts than their frequency would otherwise suggest. Both seem likely to reoccur in other virtual environments, suggesting that it may be increasingly important to take these constructs into account. Finally, both seem undesirable at first glance, but are actually indicators of engagement, suggesting that they may have interesting and complicated interactions with student outcomes. As researchers work to improve the sorts of engagement measures that facilitate the personalization of MUVEs, adding disgust and creative metanarrative to the suites of automated detectors already developed for systems like EcoMUVE [5] could substantially increase our understanding of learning and engagement, leading to greatly enhanced personalization options.
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Abstract. In this paper, educational and technical challenges for applying learning pathways in Massive(ly) Open Online Courses in higher education are outlined. We argue that quality issues and didactical concerns may be overcome by (1) reverting to small Open Educational Resources that are (2) adaptively joined into concise courses by considering (3) predefined learning pathways with proper semantic annotations and (4) the observation of learner behaviour. Such a merger does not only require conceptual work and corresponding support tools, but also a new metadata format and an engine which interprets the semantic annotations as well as the measures of learner's actions. These factors are then turned into didactically meaningful recommendations for the next learning steps, thereby creating a personalized learning pathway for each learner. The EU FP7 project INTUITEL is introduced, which has already contributed to the conceptual work and is currently developing the software to achieve these tasks.

1 Introduction

Massive(ly) Open Online Courses (MOOCs) involving thousands of learners via internet are currently a major topic in technology enhanced learning (TEL). With this new approach, inquisitive learners from all over the world can participate in the lectures of proven experts. As formulated enthusiastically in the New York Times: "...even in a remote developing country like Mongolia [...] you can find high-school students tuning into courses from American universities like M.I.T., Harvard and Berkeley" \cite{1}. If one follows the UNESCO \cite{2}, Open Educational Resources (OER) could even provide a solution to the world’s educational problems.

Although there is a lot of praise, there is also a lot of critique. One aspect that is often discussed concerns the high dropouts rates MOOCs usually suffer from, which according to selected studies (e.g. \cite{3-5}) amount up to 90%. However, this number has to be analyzed critically, as it is questionable whether this is an appropriate measure (cf. \cite{6}). While 10% of thousands of students is still a large number, students also have varying motivations to enlist in a MOOC and some never actually planned to finish a course—and, to our knowledge, one contributing factor is the rigidity of MOOC
learning. The relevant question thus is how to give those learners the best support, who actually planned but did not finish a course.

In this context, the different cultural and educational backgrounds of the students make the provision of knowledge in a one-size-fits-all manner questionable. Consider e.g.
that "Chinese classrooms tend to be more structured and authoritarian than class-
rooms in the West, [...] American schools try to encourage critical thinking skills and student interaction with teachers" [7]. When applying these different cultural chal-
lenges to the creation of MOOCs, two fundamentally different courses will result. If different (culturally motivated) learning styles are integrated into the course directly, the students’ time and effort to adjust is reduced, individual learners can be better sup-
ported and learning satisfaction is likely to increase. We believe that personalization of learning content is a very promising approach to achieve this. In this paper, we therefore investigate a technical solution given by the EU project INTUITEL5 on how MOOC learning can be made more individual, human-centered and interactive.

Such a development also appears useful to overcome the problem of interaction between students and teaching staff in MOOCs, which is almost impossible for sheer numerical reasons: a higher learning satisfaction does lead to a lesser demand for personal interaction6.

MOOCs also have the disadvantage that full-fledged courses with high quality con-
tent are expensive to produce, difficult to maintain and almost impossible to adapt to individual needs. Conversely, in the past few years, a large number of "small information pieces" have shown up on the internet, providing excellent free content covering almost any subject. We call these artifacts Small Open Educational Resources (SOER) (cf. [8, 9]). The second aspect of this work therefore elaborates on how SOER can be effectively orchestrated along predefined learning pathways in order to create a MOOC-like course.

2 Technical approach of INTUITEL

In the following, we assume that the learning content for a TEL course consists of a set of knowledge objects (KOs). They may be accessed separately and in different order according to some predefined sequence we call a learning pathway (LP). The desired personalization then consists of selecting an order of the knowledge objects based on considering all the aforementioned aspects for an individual learner - but in contrast to other approaches, INTUITEL avoids enforcing such an order. Even more, at any stage the learner is given full freedom to chose his preferred KO. We consider this freedom to be one of the main advantages of self-paced learning, not to be dropped in favour of a more or less "programmed" learning for reasons of efficiency and speed.

5 INTUITEL = Intelligent Tutorial Interface for Technology Enhanced Learning, http://www.intuitel.eu, is funded in the 7th framework programme of the European Union (FP7-ICT-2011.8, Challenge 8.1) under grant no. 318496
6 This experience has been gained by one of the authors (P.A.H.) in a long standing involvement in the Virtual University of Bavaria in Germany with more than 25,000 enrolled students in the fall of 2013, see http://www.vhb.org
The INTUITEL system then tries to give a non-intrusive guidance, much in the way a caring and responsible teacher would do on the basis of his deep pedagogical knowledge and respecting the fact that all learners are different [10]. This task is addressed for five different leading eLearning platforms (eXact LCMS\(^7\), Clix\(^8\), Crayons\(^9\), ILIAS\(^10\) and Moodle\(^11\)).

While these are typical Learning Management Systems (LMSs) and not MOOC platforms, the underlying concept of personalizing the learning process is identical\(^12\).

The INTUITEL system has been designed in a way that decouples the presentation of content from the provided service to act independently from the used “front-end”. This allows it to evaluate the added value in a smaller context before applying it to large scale settings. Expanding the service to MOOC-style courses is then an issue of scalability and optimization rather than a conceptual one. In the following, we introduce the main components and give an overview of the proposed system.

**Extension of the hosting platform:** The enhanced learning software interacts with INTUITEL via a lightweight web service, which gives access to its data and user interface:

1. General services to, for instance, pre-load metadata for the enhancement of learning material.
2. User score extraction (USE) to acquire learner-specific data.
3. Tutorial guidance (TUG) to exchange information with the learner.
4. Learning object recommendation (LORE) to suggest the most suitable learning material.

The specification is open and can be applied to every type of LMS, furthermore the concrete implementations for ILIAS and Moodle are open source and usable as blueprints for other systems.

**Hierarchy of ontologies:** A set of static and dynamic ontologies build on one another to represent learner- and course-specific data as well as adaptation strategies (cf. user, domain and teaching model [11]). The basis of this hierarchy, the pedagogical ontology (PO), is founded on Meder’s web didactics [12] and insights gained from the L3 project [13]. It contains the vocabulary and relations necessary for enhancing learning content with didactical and technical metadata [14]. The Semantic Learning Object Model (SLOM) describes how learning material needs to be enhanced in order to be interpretable by the INTUITEL system. Software to comfortably edit metadata and learning pathways with a graphical user interface is currently in development. In the optimal scenario, teachers will only be required to interrelate content with LPs, while the remaining data is determined automatically. INTUITEL therefore also provides a rather

\(^7\) cf. http://www.exact-learning.com/
\(^9\) cf. http://www.iosb.fraunhofer.de/servlet/is/4525/#
\(^10\) cf. http://www.ilias.de/
\(^12\) We want to emphasize at this point, that a commercial partner of the INTUITEL project very successfully provides MOOCs to industrial customers and now actively integrates INTUITEL features in their commercial system.
complete tool suite for non-technical target groups, attempting to provide innovation as well.

**Back-end:** Apart from aggregating the required information, the INTUITEL back-end creates learning recommendations and feedback with a combination of modules using Java and OWL reasoners. For each learning step, the respective data is at first pre-processed in the Learning Progress Model (LPM), then analyzed in the INTUITEL Engine and post-processed in a block called Recommendation Rewriter.

**Communication layer:** To enable an efficient message exchange, the INTUITEL communication layer (CL) interconnects the previously described components and manages message distribution. Since all exchanged data is based on XML, the data transmission is relatively simple. Two types of messages transmission technologies are available, HTTP and XMPP. Nevertheless, questions of scalability need to be considered.

### 3 Creating Personalized Learning Recommendations

Within the INTUITEL project the learning process is analyzed by considering the learning pathway of a learner through a course and by gathering additional data. The system may draw these data from four different sources: (i) the learning content, i.e. what has to be learned? (ii) the learner history, i.e. what has already been learned? (iii) the learning environment, i.e. what are the temporal, spatial and physical parameters? (iv) the learner, i.e. what are the characteristics of this person?

In the context of INTUITEL, we extract from these sources so called didactic factors that are symbolic statements with each of them having a distinct meaning for the learning process. They are defined statically, but calculated for each learner individually. By combining them with the learning pathway information, it is possible to deduce that a certain knowledge object is better suited for the learner than another one. Moreover, it is also possible to state why this is the case (e.g. because it is age-appropriate, has a suitable difficulty level, etc). This enables self-reflection of the learners and thus increases their metacognitive skills.

This personalized recommendation and feedback creation process is started at the moment when a learner begins a new learning step. The relevant situational and learner-specific data is requested from the learning platform and also the domain and content information is retrieved from the corresponding SLOM repository. With this and the previously stored data (e.g. past recommendations and beforehand requested information), the most suitable learning pathways and the didactic factors are determined in a first pre-processing step.

INTUITEL takes two approaches for finding optimal learning pathways for a learner, an interactive and a technological one. Firstly, it may carry out an interactive dialogue with each learner. For this case, teachers can add notes and describe for whom a particular pathway is most suitable. This makes it possible for learners to make an informed choice, but one has to keep in mind that self-assessments are commonly qualitatively limited [15]. INTUITEL therefore also implements a data-driven approach that allows evaluating choices algorithmically [16, 17]. With this method, the system can automatically come to conclusions whether the current selection is optimal, or if the learner’s behavior indicates that another learning pathway would be more suitable.
The basic definitions of the didactic factors and their value ranges are present as a separate ontology, which is interpreted by the LPM. This allows it to incorporate various soft aspects into eLearning, like e.g. motivation or other emotions [18].

All these data are then forwarded to the INTUITEL Engine. This component is a combination of a set of Java modules and standard OWL-reasoners (like e.g. FaCT++ or HermiT). Its task is to analyze the provided ontologies in order to identify the most suitable knowledge objects with regard to the most suitable learning pathways and the current situation as expressed by the didactic factors. It therefore generates semantic queries and starts the most efficient reasoners for the specific query. INTUITEL thereby builds on the results and insights of the THESEUS project [19] and in particular the HERAKLES Reasoning Broker [20]. Not only does this allow to exchange the reasoner, but the scalability of the reasoning process necessary for a large number of participants is also provided. The output of this procedure is then interpreted in a post-processing step in order to create the final learning recommendations and also generates natural language messages for the learner, if appropriate.

This multi-layered procedure allows a high level of personalization, which is based on sound didactical models. The learning progress of each learner is evaluated gradually in respect to multiple aspects. This not only allows to select the most suitable learning pathway for each student, but also to determine which of the routes on these pathways fits the individual cultural and educational needs of the learner. In this process the didactic factors can furthermore be used to guide learners in regard to fine-granular aspects and thus consider the given individual boundary conditions.

Let us note, that while this recommendation process of course follows the well-known reference model for Adaptive Learning Environments [11], it is rather different from existing implementations of this model by keeping the learner’s freedom of choice in every moment and therefore acting as a non-intrusive guide.

4 Personalized Web Learning

Apart from providing a manageable adaptive system, the INTUITEL approach also allows to overcome the second deficiency of MOOCs pointed out in the introduction. This may be attributed to the fact that learning material is extended with SLOM data externally, i.e. the content remains as is. Introducing additional elements in the material is not necessary. Course authors are thus not restricted in their choices of what learning material they provide and in which style they do it. They just need to add further information to it in a subsequently following step—and in principle this material can reside anywhere on the internet. An effectively personalized course, consisting only of the content relevant for a certain learner, but nevertheless following a well-defined didactical model, will be the result.

This approach preserves the high level of freedom for course creation currently demanded by authors, but allows the reuse of their content in a novel way. Given that this is extended to a (possibly decentralized P2P-) network of SLOM repositories, renowned authors from all over the world can link their Small OER via URIs and provide their learners with a huge knowledge space. It is conceivable that such a knowledge space can attract as much learners as one of the current MOOCs—but more flexibly so and
with an almost unlimited individuality. We leave it open whether one should call this a “MOOC” then.

A course designer—or many of them—can contribute to this knowledge space not only by adding new learning content. They can also contribute a new Cognitive Content Map (CCM), which defines new learning pathways through this knowledge space. Cultural adaptation is only one of the possibilities such opened. Another possibility is to keep such a course up to date: one may add the actuality of a knowledge object to the set of didactical factors and then automatically receive recommendations to use more recent learning content with higher priority. At the same time, this creates an innovative learning pathway: adding new learning content while keeping the old one also allows learning about the history of a knowledge domain. Last but not least, we mention two further options: (i) creating an international federation of eLearning content providers and (ii) finding similar learning material via its SLOM properties.

5 Summary

In this paper, we outlined a way to make MOOCs more suitable for a greater variability of learning needs, by semantically annotating their parts and running them in a semantically enhanced learning platform. Such a platform is not necessarily a LMS, but could also be a future version of current MOOC platforms. As pointed out above, the INTUITEL project generalizes this semantic approach to be independent of the technical details of the front end, and is currently also integrated into a successful MOOC platform.

INTUITEL therefore contributes to key aspects of MOOCs, e.g. how to create online courses in a didactically meaningful way, how to add semantic interoperability and how learning platforms can assist in that. Such a semantic reconstruction of current MOOCs will, in our estimate, contribute to resolve their current problems.

We furthermore outlined how complex large courses may be constructed from Small OER, thereby resolving the problems maintainability and adaptability of current MOOCs. The INTUITEL system here serves as the “glue” integrating various learning content into a greater knowledge space.

Let us furthermore emphasize again that our approach, while of course implementing the well-known reference model for Adaptive Learning Environments [11], does so in a fashion which is rather different from previous implementations [16, 17]. Preserving the freedom of choice for each learner is targeted to remove the observed rigidity in present MOOC learning.

By providing the information on the learning process in a suitable format, and by delivering the necessary interfaces, INTUITEL also opens the doors for implementing other technologies like learning analytics and data mining directly into the learning platforms13. With the insights that can be gained from a data driven perspective, this could result in new didactical approaches and thus enhance education in general.

13 cf. APPLYTEL project proposal by the INTUITEL consortium
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Abstract. The ability to self regulate is a key skill in learning. This is especially relevant for open learning environments such as MOOCs. Metacognitive scaffolding refers to computer based support is used to teach and engage users in metacognition and self regulated learning. These techniques have been found very useful in supporting students in e-learning environments. Studies in game based learning suggests game playing engage players in metacognition as well as self regulated learning. We see great potential in applying Gamification as a form of metacognitive scaffolding to improve self regulation in learners. Gamification can also provide a framework to personalise self regulated learning support. In this paper, we present our ideas and guidelines for applying Gamification as metacognitive scaffolding. We will illustrate through examples of how they can be applied and discuss how these concepts can be the foundation for future work.
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1 Introduction

Our research focus on how we can help people better achieve Sisyphean goals which demands consistent, repeated effort over long periods of time [13]. We introduce the concept of gamification as a form of metacognitive scaffolding to address these challenges.

Metacognition refers to the knowledge and control an individual has over their thinking and learning activities [3]. It represents a huge body of work grounded in psychology since the 1970s [7]. It includes what people know about their own abilities, what influences their performance and their knowledge of tools and strategies. Self regulated learning refers to setting learning goals, attempt to monitor, regulate and control their cognitive and metacognitive processes in the service of these goals [19]. It is learning guided by metacognition. Metacognitive scaffolding refers to providing scaffolding or computer based support to enhance metacognitive awareness and self regulated learning [1, 17]. Many studies have indicated that people who engage in metacognitive processes and exhibit higher metacognitive awareness, achieve higher performance over the long term than those that do not [16, 1].
Gamification can be described as ‘use of game design and game thinking in a non game context’ [6]. The idea is to apply game elements that have proven successful in engaging players and encouraging desired behaviour to applications where entertainment is not the main objective. Studies show game players exhibit a number of metacognitive and self regulated learning behaviours including planning and goals setting, self monitoring, evaluation and strategy use [8]. While we have seen many examples such as fitbit, endomondo\textsuperscript{1}, [10] using Gamification techniques, the focus and objective of these approaches are on engagement and motivation for a specific desired activity or behaviour (e.g., increased physical activity, regular exercise) rather than developing self regulation skills towards long term goals attainment. While studies found evidence of self regulation and metacognition in game players [14,8], we have yet to find cases for the combination of solidly grounded theories associated with metacognition and self regulated learning with emerging uses of gamification.

The key distinction and motivation of our position is for learners to be successful, it is important for systems to also engage and develop user in self regulation and metacognition as a skill rather than focus on a particular short term task or activity. Over three decades of research in metacognition and self regulation have shown that such development will lead to better performance and goal attainment over the long term [1]. In this paper, we will present ideas and guidelines for applying gamification as metacognitive scaffolds as a different perspective or focus. We will illustrate our ideas through examples of such scaffolding towards long term goals. Finally, we will offer concepts and ideas for future research in this largely unexplored area.

2 Related Work

Metacognitive self monitoring involves evaluating ones knowledge of cognition including monitoring performance, knowledge and understanding. Self reflection refers to the process of comprehending and reasoning on the result of self monitoring. Planning include in goal setting, activating relevant background knowledge, selecting appropriate strategies, time management and resources allocation. Research suggests that experts in a particular task or domain are more self-regulated compared to novices largely due to effective planning that occurs prior to beginning a task [15]. Self evaluation and assessment refers to appraising the products and regulatory processes of one’s learning. This can include performing self tests and assessments.

Studies in games based learning or educational games has examined their effect on a player or learner metacognition and self regulation. A recent study designed to engage students in learning software programming asked students to program virtual characters using Java to compete within a game environment. This study found students actively engage in analysing each others strategies, review, discuss and reflect on game results and performance. They also engage

\textsuperscript{1} endomondo.com
in self evaluation and perform drills and practices [8]. The results of a survey on players in StarCraft and online Chess, both online games played by millions, show a large percentage of players engage in metacognitive and self regulated learning processes such as self evaluation, monitoring performance, practising and studying other player’s strategies [8]. This indicates a great potential to scaffold metacognitive processes using gamification.

Previous approaches in Gamification focus on motivation and engagement for a particular task. Commercial fitness service providers such as fitbit routinely use achievement badges and challenges as motivation and engagement. However, they have been limited in teaching or fostering self regulation. For example, many systems ask users to set goals but do not focus on improving the quality and user’s goal setting skill. MOOC providers such as KhanAcademy ² adopt Gamification techniques such as badges and points to motivate and engage users to participate in different courses and challenges. These techniques do not focused on teaching or engaging users in self regulated learning or invoking the metacognitive processes.

We propose to design Gamification applications with a view of enhancing metacognition and self regulation skills. Indeed there are gamification examples that can be considered limited metacognitive scaffolding. For example, Health-Month ³ use the concept of short term (i.e., monthly) achievable goals as a platform for achieving behaviour change and goal attainment. They use Gamification techniques to engage users to set goals, monitor their progress and set new goals. This is a form of metacognitive scaffolding as it engage users to set goals as well as scaffolding them to monitor and self evaluate. Over time, this approach has the potential to improve a user’s goal setting and planning ability.

It is important to note here that gamification is a developing field of study and is not without criticism [9]. A number of pitfalls has been highlighted including overuse of extrinsic rewards. The emerging view in the community is these challenges are symptoms of poor design and application which can be overcome [9]. It is then important that we present key guidelines in game design and applying gamification.

Gamification practitioners recommend to design with different player personalities in mind [18]. A common notion is there are four player types within games: explorers (discovery), achievers (winning), socialisers (interaction, social) and killers (dominating others) [2]. Game design should align intended outcome with the personality and profile of the target users. With respect to rewards and motivation, it is recommended to align rewards with three basic motivation or needs grounded in self-determination theory [5]: autonomy (choice, self control), competence (feel effective, challenged) and relatedness (interact and connect with others). It is necessary to take into consideration how gamification design impact these needs. A final concept to lay the foundation is the theory of "Flow" [4]. It posits that we can achieve optimum user engagement, as long as

² khanAcademy.org
³ healthmonth.com
the users are continually challenged by tasks that are not too difficult but still feel challenged.

The MDA (mechanics, dynamics and aesthetics) framework [11] is frequently used in game design [18] as a foundation for understanding games. MDA describes games and their behaviour from three perspectives or "views" of the game. They are mechanics, dynamics and aesthetics. **Mechanics** are rules and game artefacts that users act on or manipulate such as scores, badges, leader-boards, rewards and levels. **Dynamic** refers to how the mechanics act on each other and can be thought of as behaviour or actions users engage in. Examples include sharing, collaborating, competing and cheating. **Aesthetics** refers to the resulting user experience from engaging with game mechanics and dynamics.

3 Gamified Metacognitive Scaffolding

In this paper, we will present our ideas for applying gamification as metacognitive scaffolds through a metacognitive "view" of the game mechanics (rules and artefacts) dynamics (interaction, behaviour) and aesthetics (user experience, feel) as described in the MDA framework. We will demonstrate the concepts through a hypothetical user ‘Alice’. She is a young professional who commits to self development and learning in her profession through MOOCs and e-learning as well as maintaining long term health and fitness through regular physical activity and exercise.

**Self monitoring and reflection.** Rewards and reward schedules are powerful techniques that can engage users in self monitoring and reflection. For example, at variable intervals, the system sends Alice questions (in the form of a quiz) and she is rewarded based on the accuracy of her knowledge in her own activities and performance. E.g., how regular does she participate in a MOOCs course, how well does she compare against her peers. This can encourage her to self monitor more closely, develop a habit and maintain this behaviour over time [18].

**Planning and strategy.** Game elements can be designed to engage users to practice planning, consider what resources they need and how to apply them, suggest strategies to follow and generally improve these skills. An example of this can be to use challenges and rewards specifically for planning and strategy use. E.g., achievement badges for setting goals and plans and completing within the plan. Rewards for sticking to her planning. Compare her planning with peers and providing feedback on her goal setting and planning abilities. There is opportunity here to personalise the techniques to use. For example, a system could make use of indicators of self efficacy or confidence when analysing Alice’s planning. The objective is to scaffold her in the metacognitive processes of planning and goal setting rather than just doing as much as she can to complete a challenge.

We can also scaffold users to develop **Strategy** use. The guideline here is to design rewards that allow and / or highlight different paths to success. An
example mechanic can be to highlight alternative strategies e.g., by showing the strategies of other learners or top performers [8]. Reward Alice on trying new and different strategies. E.g., badges that shows the number of learning strategies she used. A key consideration is to avoid the perception where success is defined by innate or natural abilities and confront the users need for competence [5]. For example, if the challenge is for Alice to achieve the four minute mile, which is within the domain of elite athletes, she may develop the perception or belief that there is little chance of success [4]. Instead, provide challenges that is personalised such as relative improvement (e.g., percent increase) or achieving a personal monthly goal.

Self evaluation and assessment. While existing approaches such as fitbit and KhanAcademy offers mechanics such as achievement badges and levels, they are mainly intended to show progress and motivate further activity. When applying gamification as a metacognitive scaffolding for self evaluation and assessment, the objective is the encourage users to engage in these tasks. Examples can be to reward based on frequency of self assessment, apply self evaluation quizzes and use of comparisons.

Collaboration and Group dynamics. Gamification is a powerful tool for engaging users in social dynamics including exploration, collaboration and competition (e.g., foursquare, fitbit). Game dynamics that engage users in team or group related activities have been found very successful in engaging users thus promising to apply toward metacognition. Examples include team score, achievements. Mechanics can be designed to engage users to share and discuss strategies, reflect on their achievements as individuals and as a group, socialize for motivation and encouragement [12].

Game Aesthetics. A key challenge for helping users achieve their long term Sisyphean goals is the need to be motivated and be persistent over the long term. We suggest that metacognitive game mechanics and dynamics needs to achieve game aesthetics that convey feelings of autonomy and competence [6]. For example, the game dynamics that encourage Alice to regularly engage in strategy use, planning and monitoring, can foster the feeling of competence as she is made aware of tools and strategies. In addition, by increasing her metacognitive skills through scaffolding we help foster feelings of autonomy and self efficacy term [5].

4 Discussion

When designing a systems that implements these ideas and guidelines, we must also consider the dynamic and aesthetic outcomes of the game as a whole not just from a metacognitive perspective. For example, game mechanics of leaderboards, badges and points may invoke self monitoring and reflection. At the same time these mechanics have the potential to demotivate some type of players [2].
A challenge worth noting is while some behaviour such as goal setting are easier to detect others such as self monitoring, mood, engagement requires more sophisticated measurement techniques. Also, not all MOOCs are the same and differ in instructional design significantly. Future work is needed in this area to identify what gamification design and self regulated learning scaffolding techniques are appropriate for different designs.
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